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“ Rejoice bridegroom

from now on

you don’t have to worry

about water and fire—wood

ahe will bring them for you “

(from a kibena song)
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PREFACE

8RALUP has had a tradition of studying issues related to domestic

water supply. This study is of particular importance because it was under-

taken at a time when a related stud)1 at an international level was being

undertaken. In October 1977, the D4rector of BRALUP was seconded to UNICEF!

WHO as an advisor on a project to review and recommend proposals on ‘Water

Sanitation as Part of Primary Health Care’. It soon became obvious to the

advisor that although the international organizations, particularly UNICEF

and WHOhad been involved in water related activities for the best part of

the last three decades, valuable opportunities for improvement were lost

because among other factors, no monitoring was done on the impact sf water

and sanitation projects. The lesson which could have been learnt by the

donors and recipients, were becoming a matter of urgency because preparations

for the international water development decade, beginning in 1980, were being

shaped. A draft of the report being prepared in Ceneve was circulated to

senior members of staff in BRALUP working on water related projects, so that

there could be some awareness , information and coordinetjon of ideas

betweenthe local level and the international bodies.

The study at Wanging’ombe was undertaken by Stahl (political

scientist), Ms. Sachak (geographer/agricultural economist) and Mkusa (civil

engineer). The background of the researchers was varied and included a

woman. The study was undertakenat a difficult time in BRALUP and all

three have to be commendedfor the extra effort they put into the study.

There was participation from several institutions, most notably Tanzania

Food and Nutrition Centre, the regional and district health authorities and

Ardhi Institute; the Prime Minister’s Office through the Regional Develop..

ment Director’s Office in Iringa and especially the Regional Water Engineer.

Finally, the personal interest in the study by the HonourableMinister of

State, Ndugu Jackson Makwetta, gave extra impetus to the study.

This study would not have been possible without the encouragement

of Mr. Alex Toah, UNICEF Representativein Tanzania. It would have been

all too easy for him to draw a general agreement, to stipulate contents,

schedulesand deadlines, to design a detailed UN type questionnaire and

even hire consultants and experts to jet in and out of Tanzania. Instead,

he made it possible for BRALUP to undertake the project even to the extent

of providing a vehicle.

The experience gained from the study will be used to refine techniques,

to concentrate on the attainable and to collaborate with other institutions

so that with the addition of their skills and efficzLencjes, the local capacity
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to identify problems and perhaps even to solve them, will be increased.

The study comes out with several ‘findings’, the most significant

being that the people of the area have suffered from the constraint of

inadequatewater, that there is a seasonalvariation in water supply, that

diseases related to water are common, that per capita consumption of water

is less for the larger families, and child malnutrition and mortality is

high. Many of these findings are common to the developing countries but

their permostion make each area almost unique.

The findings, even if they appear as problems, should be tackled,

for problems do not resolve themselves. Some of the problems could be

resolved through the participation of the local people. However, at

present, the peoples’ sense of ownership of the scheme is missing and

their expectations from the scheme are only short term and modest. Problems

and difficulties can also be overcome by better planning. In this respect,

plans of a general nature are not sufficient and the relevance of detailed

planning becomes more apparent in such features as the size of tanks or in

the location of the stand pipe even to the nearest 100 metresl Finally,

rural water supply cannot be treated in isolation and if the picture that

is depicted in this study seems complex, it is a reflection of the fact that

development is not a simple issue.

Adolfo C. Mascarenhas

DIRECTDR

BUREAUOF RESOURCEASSESSMENT

AND LAND USE PLANNING
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The area under study is situated on the fringe of the Southern

Highlands. It fonas an inteniediate zone between the Njombe high

lands and the tJsanguplains. The area is roughly delimited by the

old Njombe—Mbeya road, the lijombe—Llahambakoroad and the regional

border betweenIringa and Mbeya (seemap 1). The Tan—Zam highway and

the TAZkRA. railway run straight through the area. Administratively

the area covers Saja, Vlanging’ombe, Ilembula and Luduga wards in

Wanging’ombe division and Usuka ward in Mdandu division. The area is

sometimes referred to as Northern Njombe and sometimes as the

Wanging’ombearea. Here both names will be used intcrchangeabiywith

the obvious name ~the project are& or simply “the area.”

Viewing the area from Wanging’ombe village one can see the cool,

cloudy plateau of Njombe rising to the South—East and the ru.gged

Kipengeremountains further to the South. Looming North—West the

landscapeslopes down along a series of plateau steps until it joins

the hot and dry plains of Usangu.

I
I
I
I
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The transitional character of the area is evident. The southern

most part around Mdandu appears as an extension of the Njombe highlands;

it is hilly and relatively cool receiving more rainfall and containing

land units of the more fertile red highlands soil. Near Mdandu the

altitude is 1,700meters and averageannual rainfall is 758 mm.

In the central part of the area, around Ilenbula and Wanging’ombe,

alfltude has fallen to 1,400 meters and rainfall decreasedto 525 mm.

per annwa, while corresponding figures for Saja in the North are 1,200

meters and 605 inn. North-4lest of Saja the landscape grows unnoticeably

into the Usanguplains across the border of Mbeya. Totally the project

area covers some 1,60o ion2 40 ion from South to North and 40 ion frail

West to East.

The rainfall regime puts visible stamp on the landscape. The rains

fall during one continuous seasonwhich is followed by a long dry nj~dll.

December to April are characterized by frequent downpours.

I
I
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During this pei~od the grass is green9 crops grow and water runs

in streams. The rains ceasein April and by early July the dry spell

ha~already made the grass wilt and the trees shed their leaves. The

landscape,now painted greyish brown, becomesdormant waiting for the

December rains.

The deep but sandy soils in ITorthen-i Njombe originally carried a

climax vegetation ci’ woodland andwooded grassland. In the Southern

and central parts woodland was of the Ivilombo type while in the Northern

parts Acacia woodland and woodedgrassland seem to have been the

natural vegetation.1)

Today woodland remains only on steep slopes and in the Nortll~io~tern

corner ol’ the area. Elaewherehuman settlement and activities have

transformed the na~uralvegetation into grazing grounds and cropland.

Already in the 1930’s the \Janging’ombeareawas imown for its

water problems. The first report in the district office files on rural

water suppplies in 1938 aclmowledgedthat a siguificant problem ejdsteci

in Northern Njombe where “recourse to digging in river beds is made

from August until the breald.ngci the rains in December.~~2)

Throughout the colonial period reports refer to the Wanging’ombe area

as an area suffering from severe water shortagesduring the dry spell.

Despite out—migration from the area9 its population has increased

rapidly and the recent campaiguto re~ettlethe population in villages

has further aggravated the water problems.

It was only in 1977 that construction of a large—scalewater

supply project was started. The Vfanging’ombeNorth Water S~pZ~Pro~ct

(vrnwsp) has been launced to provide a long—term solution to the domestic

water problems of the population in Northern Njombe.

This study deals only to a limited extent with the water project

itself. Its focus is instead on the people living in the area9 their

means of subsistenceand the problems they encounter. The study

attempts at providing socio—economicbaseline data of the area9 the

emphasisis on the water—use pattern and the health problems — the
two aspectswhich are most likely to be affected by the Wangin(i’ombe

North water Supply ~1?roject. Por the purposeof the future evaluation

I
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of the (WNWSP), this study is then the hlbeforeu_studywhich should be

complementedwith an ~after11—study when the project has functioned for

some time.

(4
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Chapter 2 THE WANGINC-’ 01-SD NORTH WATUR SUPPLY PROCTECT

Baciçground

There has for long been an awareness of the critical problems of

water supply in the Iidandu—\iangin~’ombe—5ajaarea in Northern Ujombe.

As early as the 1960’s a project to supply the population with

drinidxg water was considered. Darly surveys carried out by IaJI

(the Ministry of Water, Ener~r and Minerals) identified three potential

sources of water for Northern Njombe; groundwater and surface water

within the area and the river ilbukwa in the Njombe highlDnds.1)

In 1969 an attempt by MA~II to provide water Iran Huhuni river

close t
0 Wanging’omhe failed because this river dries completely at

the end of the dry season. With assistance from UNICEF, MAJI then

made an attempt to solve the problem by drilling boreholes. Ten

boreholes were drilled at the cost of Shs.700,000. The results were

disappointing, only two boreholes had ~jood” ~ater in a sufficient

quantity, the Temaining ones had saline water or no water at all

(see table 2:1). The idea of boreholes had to be shelved.

Table 2:1 Boreholes Drilled in the Vlanging’ombe arca1975—77

Village - Yield g.p.h. Water quality

Iyayi 2,800 good

Halali 1,700 good

Ildngula 1, 600 saline

Utiga 1,500 saline

Ujindile 500 saline
Baja 900 saline

Uliambule 600 saline

Mayale dry

Palngawano dry

Nyanyembe dry

(Source: Regional Water Engineer’s Office, Iringa)
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Therefore the only alternative left was a gravity scheme from the

river Mbukwa in the Ujombe highlands near Tidandu. Land surveys had

commencedin 1970/71, by 1973 engineering designs and cost estimates

were completed. The design provided for a water requirement of

7,700,000 liters per day sufficient for a 10O~increase of the design

population which was cetimated at 03,367 by 1976. According to the

calculations there would also be enough water to provide for cattle

troughs and tobacco nuxseries.*

The ma~~umdischarge capacity of the water source is 106,272 m3/

day. The demand flow (7,700 my/day) is about 2O~of the ma~munflow.

In June 1977 the regional authorities in Iringa formally asked the

Tanzanian Government and UNICEF to abandon the borehole project in

favour of the gravity feed project. The proposal was accepted and an.

agreement was signed between tlae Tanzanian Government, UNICEF and WHO

on the revised water project. This project is called the Wanging’ombe

North Water Supply Project (vrn~7sr).

Project Outline

According to the agreement the Regional Water Engineer’ s office

(Iringa region) is in charge of the construction. The contribution of

UNICEF is by and large financial, covering the bulk of the constru-

ction costs. Administrative responsibility for the implementation of

the project is vested in the Regional Water Engineer who is answerable

to the flogiou.al Dcvclopment Director (PWD). LIoreover the EBB

“represents and protects the interests of the people to be served by

the project”. IvItJI headquarters in Bar es Sala~a has no direct

executive capacity, its role is one of technical adviser.

The total cost of the project was estimated at Sh. 34,500,000

(approximately US ~j 5 million) in 1976. Building materials wc~

Sh. 28,000,000 are to be purchased by UNICEF and a construction cost

of Sh. 5,700,000 shall be met by IlkJI. Self—help labour provided by

the villagers for pipeline excavation is estimated to cut down

construction costs by some Sh. 1,200,000.

* MA.P 2 shows the Layout Plan o±~the Wanging’ombe Water Supply Project.
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In Table 2:2 the original bill of quantities is summarized. The

~and total was originally Sb. 31,270,130 but was later reviewed

upwards to Oh. 34,500,000.

Table 2~2 &mmaI~of Bill of Quantities of W~WSProject

Item Total Cost (oh.)

Intake 238,000

Treatment plant 2,000,000

pipeline & connections 25,220,000

Storage tanks 1,612,800

Break pressure tanks 214,200

Domestic points 317,520

Cat tie trou~~

Total

1 ,667,610

31,270,130

Construction work started in November 1977 and is supposed to be

completed by 1981.

The source of supply is the perennial river Nbukwa in the Njombe

highlands. The catchaent area of the Libukwa will be protected by

afforestation and declared a forest reserve. Water is to be diverted

fran the river to an intake plant, after which it passesthrough a

treatment plant and is then led by gravity to the 42 villages.

The intake plant includes a set of flow control weirs and t~ valve

chambersbuilt in Uloclavork. Water is tapped from the left bank of

the river. For flood proctection a spiliway is to be designed and

constructod about 100 m from the intake (upstream). It may be necessary

to build another amall bridge to provide for the spiliway. In IIarch

1978 a big flood damaged the intake and delayed construction work.

However, by Harch 1979 the intake structure was completed.

The treatment plant is a six—unit slow sand—filter with a water surface

area of 1,782 a2, giving a filter loading of 4.32 m3/a2/daywhich is

higher than the ‘~7IIO recommended rate (2.8 m3/m2/day) for optimum

filtration. The wor]dng depth o~’ the water shall be 1.2 in; ~cnd 1.0 m

and gravel 0.55 m.
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The water will run in pipes. Totally 230 Ion, of p.v.c. pipes will be

laid. At some points The water ~ij~Line crosses the TPSZAEA railway,

the TAHZAM highway, the TAZAMPL oil pipeline, and the Njombe—LTbeya

trunk main road. For the roads and the railway the pipeline will pass

under the culverts, but for the oil pipeline a crossing detail may be

designed.

Excavation of the trench is beinc~done by the villagers self—help

basis. An adult viflagcr is supposed to excavate about lxlx3 m3 per

day. UNICEF has bought excavation tools such as hoes, picks and spades.

Altogether 17 break—pressuretanks will be constructed. The

pipeline systemis shown in map 2.

At eachvillage a stor~~tank will he

circular tanks based on standard designs of

betweenreinforced concretefloor and roof.

tanks vary between 45,000 liters and 90,000

constructed. They are

reinforced blockwork

The capacity of the

liters.

I

A distribution cysten of domestic ~jpints and cattle tro~~s is

mentioned in the bill of quantities. Design and cost estimates are

yet to be done.
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Chapter 3 FAJLALEThES IDODI THU EVALTJATIOH OF THE) V/EVSP

The official justification for the large investments in rural

water supplies in Tanzania has been twofold, On the one hand easy

access to clean drinking water has been regarded as a basic need and

a haman right, hence it is the responsibility of the Government to
an

supply the citizens with domestic water. On the other hand/improved

water supply is supposed to have an indirect effect on productivity,

when the householders have easy access to water time and ener~r will

be released for more productive work.

In Tanzania’s Second Five Year Development Plan (1969—74) the

justification for the rural waner suppl: programme was expressed thus;

~The provision of adequate water supplies to rural areas
is of high priority both on social and economic grounds.
Economically, water is not only a critically important
input to the agriculture and livestock industries, but the
provision of better donestic water supplies will both
release much labour currently censured in carrying water
for other productive purposes mad allow a more efficient
pattern of settlement, The provision of better rural
domestic water supplies is also a necessity for the
achievement of a better quality oL~ rural life, both in
health and convenience,which con provide a counter—
attraction to the convenienceoD urban living.~ i)

This optimistic mood was reflected in evaluation studies of water

projects conducted in the early 1970’s. In Tanzania Warner’s studies

set the stage.2) las ambitious approach to evaluation of water

projects aimed at measuring not only the impact of water on health

and productivity but also on ujaman—socialism, self—reliance,

modernization and education, However, research on the impact of

rural ~mter supply schemes has shown that the relationship between

water and development is far from straightfoward. Concerning the

supposed impact on production it has been demonstrated that, while

an improved water supply often is a necessary condition it is not

a sufficient condition for general village d~elo~emt.~~Moreover,

when productivity has increasedin villages provided with improved

water supply it has proved difficult to show to which extent the

increasing productivity was due to the water supply rather than to

any other independent variable.
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The relations between improved water supply and health have boa--

shorn to be complex. One conclusion which can be dnwn is that

although people get sick when they drink contaminatedwater, it is

not at all certain that their health will improve when clean tap

water is installed in the village. One of the researchers in this

field, Richard Feachem,has expressed the matter incisively:

“What faith is it that makesus hope that the
provision of rui~l water supplies, or other
environmental improvements,will convert poor,
deprived, sick child~’eninto poor, deprived,
healthy children,” 4)

It is clear, then, that people will not automatically benefit

from any project resulting in water pouring out of a tap. When

speculating on the future impadt of the Wanging’ombe North Water

Supply Project a cautious attitude is thus utiyntod. It should ho

otrea~cd that the poverty of tife people living in the Wanging’~ibe

area will not and cannot be solved by the water project. And as

long as the general poverty prevails the disease~t3jpieally

associated with water are also likely to prevail.

Inorder to be able to assess the WNWSPin a developmental

context an inventory of viable ecnnomicopportunities in the area

should be made and possible links to the water project should be

assessed. The Wanging’ombe areawas still in 1978 donnant in many

respects. The distor~ed male—femaleratio in the villages (see Chapter

4)indicates that adult men see migration as a serious alternative;

the best thing they can do is to leave the area and look for

opprtunities elsewhere.

But this pattern could change in the near future • A number of

in.frastructural and directly productive projects will affect Northern

Njombe in the early 1980’s • The TASZAMhighway and the TãZA.RA railway

nm through Northern Njombe. TA.ZkRA has a major railway station in

Mriknzabako, 16 len Northeast of Wanging’ombe village. The road between

Songeaand Maks~mbako,passing through Njombe, will be upgraded in the

next few years and will then greatly increase the traffic flow feeding

into the TA.NZAM highway. Makanbakowill thereby emerge as a major

junction in the ccntrunication system linidng Southern Tanzania with

Da.r esSalasm,
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A rural electrification programmewill also be implemented In the

area at the turn of the decade, As part of the development co—operation

between Den~rk and Tanzania, DA.NID~ will embark on a project to electrify

the villages along the road between Njombe and Makambako and further, the

villages along the TkNZA1VI highway from Mak~bakoto the border of Mbeya.

It has been proposed that only houseswith corrugated iron roofs will be

provided with electricity. The project area of this electriZtaation

project thus largely coincides with the WRWSParea.

Tobacco cultivation has been promoted, on a limited scale, in the

villages in Northern Njombe since 1974. Tobaccovowing, promoted and

supervised by the Tobacco Authority of Tanzania, will be intensified and

expanded in the villages in the early 1980’s.

The Wanging’ombe N0rth Water Supply Project is thus only one among

many development projects which, in one way or another, will affect the

living conditions of the people in Northern Njombe.

The evaluation of the water project will be undertakensometimes in

the 1980’s. It is suggestedthat the evaluation, in addition to measuring

goal—achievement in the more narrow sense, should try to asses the project

as part of the totallity of governmental and para—governmnentalpolicies

implemented in the area,

The objective of this report is, on the other hand, limited to

establishing baseline infor~iation which will make it possible to measure

goal achievement in a more narrow sense, Taking the officially stated

goals of the WNWSP (improved health, reduced walking distance to source

of water — see below pp. 11 ) as points of departure the concentration of

this report is on the description of tbe ~itei’ — use pattern and the health

conditions of the population in the project area. This description will

make it possible to measure possible changes in these parameters when the

project becomesoperational. Moreover the report presents data on the

population

aiid settlement in the area~the agricultural system and cattle

keeping so as to give a broad picture of the major features of the local

economy.

I
I
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The Goals of the WNWSP

In the introduction to the operation for the project it is stated that

the per capita daily water ass in the Wanging’ombe area is extremely low

az-sd the distances travelled by women to collect water is long. This

was the reason why this area was selected by the Governmentfor priority

attention within Iringa region when the Tanzania/UNICEFniral water supply

project was first drawn up.

In the plan of operation the general objective of the WNWSP is

identical with the Government’s long tern rural water policy, i.e. to

provide every village with a supply of clean water at a distance not

longer than * mile by 1991.

The specific objective is defined as to implement the WNWSP, to

promote among the beneficiaries a sense of ownership of their water supply

and to teach simple antipolution measureswhich should be observed to
6)preserve the quality of the water.

While there ia no direct reference to health in the plan of operation,

this goal is mentioned in other sources. The Minister for Water, Energy

and Minerals in his speech to the Parli~ent in 1978 mentioned the

Wanging’ombe Rural Water Supply Project:

“The Maji Wan~ng’ombe Project will supply water by

gravity to more than 50,000 people in 45 villages in
North Njombe district from the Mbukwa river.
Ndugu Speaker, it will be remembered that 1978 is
the International Year of the Child. The Government
reoo~tizesthe vital part played by clean water in
protection and development of children in Tanzania.
Therefore, our effort to provide water supply to the
people are made in full Imowledge that inadequate and
unclean water contributes to ill health among children.
It is with this understanding that this project is
being constructed with the assistance of UNICEF.” 7)

UNICEF’s involvement in the project is, by definition, justified with

reference to potential health benefits. The target group of all UNICEF

sponsored projects is the children. However, in UNICEF’s conception the

welfare of mothers is inseparable from the welfare of children. UNICEF has

chosen to view mother and child welfare in a broad societal context and

UNICEF projects aim at providing the basic services which are a prerequisite

for mother and child welfare • The Tanzania Governmenthas ~ven high
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priority to the provision of rural water supplies and the UNICEF

progremm.e to au~nentchild welfare through nii~l water projects is in

accordancewith the general governmentalpolicy.

We can now conclude this brief review of explicit and implicit

goals of the W.RWSPby fo~rulatinr~them as (i) reduction of walld.ng

distance for the water collectors and (ii) improving the health

situAtion.

Po~pularExpectations of the WNWSP.

In order to explore which expectations the people in the

Wangingtombe area had of the project one question in the household

survey~ asked which benefits the respondentthought would accrne

to him/her from the project. The question was open—endedand the

anewera could be categorizedas shov~ain tables 3:1 and 3:2.

Table 3:1 Popular Expectations from the WEWSP— Male Respondents

(Source: BRAIllE’ survey of Sa ja Lyazaluki.., luduga
and Igwacbanya, 19735

Village E~pootation

Reduced
wal]dng

clean
wttter

more
water

g~dGning
--

water
for

no benefits
mentioned

distance cattle

Saja 35% 1 ~ 3%’ 14% 9$ I~

Lyamluid. — 11% — 50% 17% 22%

Luduga 34% 31% 5% 20% 5% 5%

~Igwachamya 36% 41% 5% 14% 3% i%

Total 32% 32% 4% ie% 7% 7%

/ Total No. of h.h. in sample 186 /

* See chapter sev~for a presentation of the survey.
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Table 3:? Popular Expectations from theW~WSP— Fez~isleResuond~ntB

Village Expectations

Reduced clean more I gardening water no. betis~its
walking water water I for mentioned
distance cattle

Saja 36% 43% 3% 4% ‘ 14%

~y~luid. 25% 6% — 31% — 38%

~iuduga 35%

~gwachonya 44%

32%

36%

—

—

is%
3%

-.

-

i8%
17%

37% 36% i% 8% —

/Tota]. No.. of h.h. in sample : 186/

(Source: BRALTIP survey of Saja, Lyaznluki, Ludu~ and

Igwaohanya, 1978)

The responses show that the popular expectations from the project

by and large coincide ~th the officially stated major goals.

Actually, mnny respondentsmentioned both clean water and closeness

to water source. However, gardening (~nni1—scale irrigation of tomatoes

and Onions) a~dwater for cattle (cattle...troughe) are also rientLoned.

Considering the differences between male and female respondents,

the males took more interest in the needs of the cattle, and also in

gardening. There were difference~’betweenthe villages. TI~proportion

of respondentsw~iodo not expect any benefits from the project is

highest in I~yamJuki. When the survey was conducted (lvIay, 1978)

-e~tr~ction work had been initiated in the three other villages but

not in Iy~1uki. The high proportion of respondents without expecta..

tions in this village may therefore be due to the fact that lii~tle

inforriation on the project had reached Lyanlu]d. at that time. On the

other hand two respondents in Saja stated that they ]oaew about - the

project but still did not think that it wou’d bring any benefits.
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Potential Benfits from tIeWEWSP

Por the following analysis it will be instnnental to relate the

project goals to a mattrix presented by Peachen, according to which all

water projects could be monitored and evaluated. ~~Acording to this matrix

otto should distinguish betweentlzS otj&t tJr~ oL a ~.te; project,

the short—tern potential benefits and the medium to long—tern

potential benefits. The 3..anediateaims include:

— improved water quality

— increasedwater quantity

— improved reliability of water supply.

These factors are self—evident to the point of being trivial: Nevertheless

the Tanzanianexperience shows that failure to achieve even the irnediate

c~nsis very corxaon.Az~agthe reasonsare errors in design and planning,

poor constniction, vandalism etc. ~~BUt if the immediate aims are fulfilled

then a numberof potential benefits nay accnie to the population.

Feachendistinguishes between short tern benefits and medium to long tern

benefits.10)

The short-tern benefits can be fornulated in terns of cost reduction.

The costs to the water collectors include tine and ener~rspent during

the water collection journey as well as the cost of illness due to water

_reltted diseases. The short tern benefits can then be fornulated as:

— saved ener~r and tine to the water collectors

— improved health.

These categories coincide both with the officially stated goals of
the WNWSPand with the major ex~iectationserpjcaEd by the population

in the project area. For the purpose of the evaluation of the VLNWSP

it is therefore suggestedthat goal achievementshould be measuredin

these terns. Moreover, the goal of promoting a senseof ownership of

the project enong the beneficiaries should also be included. These

parsnetersfor ~al assessmentwill be specified and operationalized

in the following chapters.
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Chapter 4 POPUlATION JUW ~TTLfl~NT IN NORTHEEN NJOMBE

Population.yie~aØnts

Northern Njombe or, nore precisely, the Sajaswangingtombe_Mdandu

area is part of the Ubena tribal honeland~ History indicates that

this area was a populM~ part of Ubena already in the 19th century.

The local economy vdab based on grain cultivation (wabenaticans “people

who cut millet”). In addition, salt was p±oduced in Saja and traded

in neighbouring areas.~~Politically, the Wabenawere weak and had

to yield to the more powerful Sangu, Hehe and Ngoni peoples who

contestedfor nilitary supremacyover the SouthernHighlands.

The colonial policy, establishedby the G-ernansand continued

during the British period, defined the role of Ubenaas a labour

reserve. This labour was destinedmainly for the sisal plantations

in Tanga. After World War II the Sisal Labour Bureau establisheda

staging and rest cemp for migrant labourers in Makszabako. In 1947

the district officers estimated that 50% of Njombe’s adult males

were working, at least temporarily, outside the district. The 1948

Censusindicated that 30% o1~more of those identifying themselvesas

Wabena lived elsewhere than in Njonbe and in the 1950’s? 1,468 people

from Wanging’ombe were reported as residing in Tanga. 2)

On the other hand, in the late 1940’ s there was considerable

in—migration to Wanging’ombe mainly from those 5,000 families evicted

from their homes in the Njombe highlands to make way for the estabUá~

ment of the 44,000 acre plantation of the Tanganyfl~Wattle oompany.~~

Settlement Pattern

The traditional settlement pattern in Northern Njombe was dispersed.

In the vicinity of administrative centers such as Mdondu, Ilembula,

Wanging’ ombe and Sa3a,nucleated settlements bad developed but elsewhere

the peasant families lived scattered. This settlement structure was

conditioned by the extensive character of the cultivation system

(long fallow periods) and by the scarcity of water during the dryseason. By spreading out settlement the pressure on land and water

resourceswas more evenly distributed,

I
--
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ThIS pattern was abruptly changedwhen “Operation Sogeza,” the

national canpaigu to move the rural population into villages, was

implemented in Iringa region in 1974. The decision to embarkon a

nationwide villagization programme was taken by the Party leadership

in 1973. Implementationw~sto start in 1974 and to be completedwithin

two years. It has been~rgued that the rationale of ~iis ambitious

progra~iewa~based.on potential benefita concerning ~o~ision of social

infrastructure to the rural poptaatioii (schoo±s,d~pensaries,water

supply etc.) and government control of the whole “rural developttent

prooece.”

In Iringa region the villagization was implemented~nebig canpaiga

during the latter part of 1974. The impl~enting force was the regional

party and governmentauthorities backed up by police andniliti~.

The number of villages createdwas taken as a criterion of success.

Adzx~i8tva~.vo1ythe canpaigawas a success. It was reported that

98.E~of the rural population in t1~region ha~beenresettled in
by 5villages~/theend of 1974.

The general idea behind villa.gization must be positively assessed.

Any developmenteffort that goes beyond the capacity of the single

ho~eholdnecessitatesa geographical concentration of human resources.

Nevertheless, the particular forn of vifli~zation in Iringa created

a number of problems which tend to ooumteract the potential benefits

of vilagization.

The uWP/FAO tean engagedin rural developmentplann.ing for Iringa

in 1975 pointed out the short and medium problems arizing from

vfllagization. The short—tern problemswere aseooiatedwith the layout,

size and location of the villages. The argi.nent was that many villages

were simply too big and far m~.yfrom water sources. The medium tern

problems were associatedwith population growth and maintenanceof the

productive capacity of the larld.6)

Operation Sogezasaw the establishaent of 33 registered villages
i~ Wanging’onbe division. Comparatively few new villages were created.

Instead a numberof already existing nucleated smaller settlementswere
chosenas village sites and the people living in scattered homesteads

around these settlementswere moved into then to form officially
registered “development villages.” Proi~iriity to roads was used as a
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general criterion for village location. The population was thus

settled along local roads. The standard layout becamedouble rows of

housesstripped out on both sides of the road in a ribbon fashion.

The villages tended therefore to acquire an elongatedstructure. As

a nile the villages are 2 — 4 kilometers long but in some villages

the distance betweenthe far ends is even more (Saja; 7 in. Ilembula;

8 lan).

Some changes have occurred since 1974 — neighbouring villages

have grown together while others have been subdivided but the

“ribbon—fashioned” physical structure of most villages still remained

in 1978.

Observing the situation in 1975 the UimP/PAO planning team noted

that it had been the local policy in Njombe district to create large

villages. Wanging’ombedivision was mentioned as an exa.mple.7~In

the light of the population figures from the 1978 censusit seems

that the population estimatesused in 1975 were inflated. Nevertheless

some attempts were made in 1975—78 to subdivide large villages.

Ilembula is an outstanding example. Ilembula representsa very dense

settlement comp~inLng more than 600 families. In 197G the village was

divided into three villages: Ilembula, Igula and Igeleheza each

comprising some 200 families. However, the settlement pattern renn-i.ned

intact. There is no open space in between the villages, the borders

are purely administrative. Such a subdivision has of course nothing

to do with ecological solution to the village—size problem.

L.yaaluki is an example of a new village. It has been set up in

the woodland areanorth of the railway. Although there was some

settlement here prior to 1974 most of the inhabitants are “excess”

people from other villages who settled here during the villagization

campaign. North of Lyanluki up to the regional border there is still

woodland (appr. 200 Ion2)

According to the 1978 population census there were altogether 42

villages in t.ie project area. The total population was 53,121 grouped

in 12,566 households.8) The average number of households per village

was thus 299. The actual distribution of village size is shown in the

table below.
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Table 4:1 Number of Householdsin Villages

Ward ‘ ~00
~

200—299 300—399 400—499
I

-I
500—599 6OO_699[70O_799~.3.].

iVillages

r
— — 1

— — — 11
— — , — 11

— — — 6

Saja

Wanging’ombe

Il~mbula

Luduga

1 1 1

3 4 3

2 5 3

1 1 1

1

1

1

3

Usu]~

TOT&L

2

19
J

14

115
4

—

8
1

1

17
t

2

2 — 1 1
9

42
—

(Source: Population Census 1978, Household Survey Sheet, Njombe District)

Population Size and Growth

The first population estimate for the area dates back to 1930 when,

according to the census, there were 17,273 inhabitants in Wanging’ombe

sub—chiefdon(which by and large coincides with the present—day

Wanging’ombedivision).~~ The 1967 Censusreported 31,591 people in

Wanging’onbesub—division — an increase of almost ioo~Ain 37 years.1~)

Data from the latest censusgives the population figure for Wanging’onbe

division (Saja, Wan.gLng’ombe, Luduga and Ilenbula wards) at 41,437.

Population growth has thus been 9,846 personsin elevenyears

(31.2%) while the annual growth rate has becn 2.5%. Compared to

the growth rate for Tanzania as a whole (3.2% per annum) the population

in Wanging’ombe has increasedat a slightly slower rate.

The total population in the project area (which is bigger than

Wanging’ombe division, it also includes Usulin ward in Mdandu division)

as of August, 1978 is ~-hownin table 4:2.

Table 4:2 Population in the Projiect Areas 1978

I

I
4

Ward Number of (Total

villages population

rNumber of
households

(Number per
household

Saja 5
Wanging’ombe 11

Ilenbula 11

Luduga 6

8,017

11,941

12,915

8,600

1,895

2,843

2,978

2,080

4.2

: 4.2
4.3

4.1

Usu]~.
J TOT&L

9 411,648

42 53,121

2,770

12,566

4.2

4.2

(Source: Population Census1978, Ward Survey Sheet, Njonbe District)
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Population density in the project areawas appro~I]ately33 persons

per ~2 in 1978.

The age distribution of the

shown in table 4&3

population in the project area is

1
I
I
1
I
I
I

Table 4:3 Age Distribution of the Population in the Project Area

(Source: Population Census 1978, Ward Survey Sheet)

8,3

8.6

10.1

8.1

8,9

8,8

The table showp the youthfulness of the population almost 50% is

below 15 years of age. This pattern conforms to the national pattern.

Age distribution of the population is shovm in detail for t1i~v~ard~1nth~

the Appendix.

The sex distribution is shown in table 4:4

Table 4:4 Sex Distribution of the Population in the Project Area

Ward
T

0—14 years 15—54 years 55 years

No. % No. o,

Saja

Wcnging’onbe

Ilenbula

Luduga

Usuiin

3,940 49.2

5,895 49.3

6,126 47.4

4,158 48.3

5,929 50.0

3,409 42.5

5,028 42.0

5,484 42.5

3,747 43,5

4,777 41.1

-

668

1,024

1,307

695

1,042

~1 26,048 49.0 22,445 42.2 4,736

Ward Male
No, %

r~’enaie
1No.

Saja

Wangiog’onbe

Ilenhula

Luduga

Usuka

3,625 45.2

5,434 45.5

5,761 44.6

3,906 45.4

5,160 44,3

4,392 54.8

6,507 54.5

7,154 55.4

4,694 54.6

6,488 55.7

TOTPIJJ 23,886 44.9 ~9,235 55.1

(Source: Population C~sus1978, Ward Survey Sheet, Njonbe Dis~ict)
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An analysis of sex distribution in various age group would show

that the di.spro-portion (more women than men) is most pronouncedin the

able—bodies age groups. (seeAppendix for detaila ). Tbts conditions

reflects the lasting status of Northern Njoiabc as a labour reserve.

The pattern was established during colonial estates in I~1orogoro and

Tanga are the main destinations for migrant men in search for work.

In the planning documentsof the Wangingtorabe North Water Supply

the population was estimated at 60,000 — 80,000. The project was

designed to cope with a ioo% increase of population calculated on these

estimates, i.e. the project con serve a ma~dmumo± 160,000 persons at

the rate of 30 litres per capita per day).11

When the 1978 census figures are used as a basis

growth projections, assumingan annual growth rate of

areapopulation will increase as shown in table 4:5.

for future

2.5%, the project

Table 4:5 Population Growth Projections in the Prpject Area

Year -

~
Project area population (Saja, Wanging’ombe,

Ilembula, Luduga and Usuka wards)

1978 J 53,121

1988 68,207

1998 j 87,578

I
I
I

According to this projection the population in the project area

will reach the original desi~a—population level (60 80,000) only in

the 1990’s. As far as water availability is concerned, it seensthat

the choice of ]~Ibukwaas the water source was the best alternative for

the Wanging’oiabeNorth Water Supply Project.
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Chal?ter 5 AGFLIC~J1TW&L PRODUQTIOIT

Northern lijombe falls mainly into one agro—economic zone chacacteri—

zed by extensive subsistence fatting. The pain food crops are maize,

beans, pulses and tubers, Then surpluses&re produced, maize and beans

are also sold. The pure cash—cropsare however oilseeds (mainly

FIQ 5.1

METEOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT, DSM.

sunflower) and tobacco which is of growing importance in the northern

part of Wwzging’oabe. A high proportion of households own livestock—

mostly traditional zebu—cattle, goats, sheep and some poultry. The use

of oxen in cultivation is an important aspect of agricultural production

in the area.

The agricultural potential of the area appearsto be low. One

study characterizedNorthern Njombe “a very poor subsistencearea.tul)

In the Rural De-velopxaentProposalsfor Iringa 1978—81 the following

description of the area is giveai

. .a zone of plateau steppesand foothins betweenthe high

plateauwsd the Us&igu plains. Rainfall diminishes rapidly westwards

and unrealiability increases. The soils are shallow stony sandy barns

and sandydry lo~nnof low fertility. ~2)

Infertile soils and the long dry spell thus put limits to agricul-

tura]. productivity. Neverthelessthe area supports a densepopulation.

The rainfall pattern is abcvm in figure 5:1.

Pigure 5:1 Mcsithly Rainfall in Njunbe, Average, for UliengaWanging’ombe,

AVERAGE RAINFALL FOR KIJOMBE P. SAJA

a
C
C

J FMAMJJASOND

SOURCE: E, A.
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Th.e Agricultural Year

The preparation of land begins in Novatther or Desenber with the onset

of the rains. M~Iuchof this work is done by wonenus~ngthe band—hoe.

Only when ox.-ploughs are used donen becone involved. in seedbed preparation

work, The oxen are then yoked together with a crude woodou yoke and

attached by a chain to a single—furrow nouldboard plough. The ox—plough

is of course uuch nore efficient than the hoe it cuts the roots of

weed grasses and the work can proceed nuch faster, It has been

calculated that the cultivation of one hectare of land using the hand—hoe

takes roug1i~lyone nrmn—aonthwhile the sane operation using ox—drawn

plough takes only 10 man_days.~~

However, the oxen are put to limited usesonly. They will pull a

plough during seedbedpreparation and are occasionally used for

transport trailing a wooden sledge on which a log or a bag of naize

can be put.

Planting is nomally over by late January. The peak for weeding

crops cones towards the end of February and into March. Interspersed

with the weeding operations is the collection of banboo sap, which

fements into t~ulanzi,u an intoxicating liquor which is conauned widely

in the area (sone is also transported to Makaubakoand Njonbe town for

sale).

The slack period in April and May before the harvest is often a

tine for brick—nald..ng for new housesor for the repair of old ones.

Only when water is required for such tasks is it carried by nen.

The harvest takes place in June and July. Crops are transported

on the head to the hones where they are stored in a Hld..henge,tta nud—

and—pole structure with thatched roof.

Crops, Yields and Technolo~

Most crops grown in Northeni Njoribe are consuned directly by the

producers. The pi~actic&of an exteiasive cultivation systen under

un.reliable rainfall conditions often results in poor harvests and a

generally low level of subsistence. The table below sutu~nrizesresponses

in four surveyedvillages to a question on whether the 1976/77 harvest

was enough to supply the respondentsthouseholdswith food.

-- ~
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Table ,~1 Self—Su.fficiency in Food Production in Pour Surveyed

Villages

village of h.h, whose ~ of h.h. whose1 % of h.h. who I Total No.
harvest was not harvest was relied on bought of h.h. in
sufficient sufficient food to make up the sample

food needs

Saja 88 % 12 % 88 % 77

I~yam1u]d. 94 % 6 % 94 % 16

Luduga 71 % 29 % 29 % 34

Igwachanya 86 % 14 % 15 59

(Source: BRALUP survey of Saj a, kyziuluki, Luduga and Igwachanya, (1978)

As the table shows a great majority of the households could not

support themselvesfran their own produce only. It should be mentioned

that 1976/77 was considered to be a bad. ycar in the Woaging’ombe area,

rains were below norani.

In a good year small surpluses are sold by the households to the

National Milling Corporation or locaLLy to individual buyers.

Since Wonging’orabe is an important cattl&-raising areamanure is

available fran onimal droppings. The use of cattle manureis important,

especially since villagization baa resulted in a reduction of the long

fallow periods as a means c±~rosto~CertiUty to the soils which are

essentially poor. In the caseof casb—crops,especially tobacco, it

is necessary to use chemical fertilizers.

Reliable measurements of crop yields were impossible to obtain

locally end therefore reference is made here to aggregateddata. Per

Tanzania as a whole the averageyield of maize for a “traditional fazter”

bao been estimated at 0.75 tons per hecthre~ Agricultaral extension

agents in the VJsnging’onbearea estimate maize yields “on good soils”

under treatient of cattle manure or chemical fertilizer at 1,1 tons per
hectare while maize “on poor soil&’ without manure or fertilizer yields

less than 0,2 tons per hectare. As a point of comparison it can be
mentioned that given adequaterainf all and good husbandrybut excluding

fertilizer, maize can yield between2 and 4 tons per hectareunder ~at

African peasantcon~ittions.~~

I
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Pulses and root crops (sweet potatoes, cassava) give a more reliable

harvest as they are better suited to conditions of poor soils and little

water. The averageyields for mixed beans in Iringa region is given as

0.7 tons per hectarewhile cow—peas give 0.4 tons per hectare,6) When

the maize fails people resort to cass~xva and sweet potatoesfor

subsistence.

Finger nillet which previously was the main cereal crop in the area

has all but vanished from the fields. In a few places people still

grow ~all plots of finger millet, which is used for brewing.

Since 1977 the Ministry of Agriculture has encouragedfarmers to

plant improved varieties of sorghum (the Lulu and Serenavarieties).

Seedshave been distributed free. These varieties appear to thrive

in the area but still in the 1978/79 growing season sorghum cultivation

was insi~iificont.

The use of oxen for cultivation is a remarkable feature of the local

production system. The proportion of householdsusing ox—traction,

manureand fertilizer in the four villages surveyed is shown in the

table below.

Table 5:2 Use of Oxen and Pertilitig Inputs in Agriculture

Village % of respondents
who use ox—traction

% of
who

respondent
usemanure

% of resp.
who use
fertilizer

Total
resp.
sample_4

Saja 57% 37% 4% 77

Lyamluid. 94% 38% — 16

Luduga 40% 12% 70% 34

Igwchnnya 12% ii% js% 59

(Source: BRALUP survey of Saja Lyamluki, Luduga and Igwachonya, 1978)

thiltivation by utilization of ox—traction is thus very comon in

Saja ~.d Iqailuid (in the latter village hand—and—hoe cultivation seems

to be an exception). Interviews with village chaixton and agricultural

extension officers indicate that this is true also for the other

vintages which lie to the North of the TANZiAM highway (all villages in

Saja ward and most villages in Wanging’ombe ward). On the other hand
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ox—cultivation becomesless comaon further South in the area. This is

indicated in the table which shows Luduga in the central area vb~re

40% o~thb* hDuseholds use ox—plougha and Igwachanyain the South of the

area where ox ploughing is rare.

This variation in use of oxen cannot be explained with reference

to variations in the availability of oxen since cattle are abundant

throughout the area. Instead we suggest that Northern Njonbe is

experiencinga slow difftision processof agricultural mechanization.

It is roaso~able to assuae that the use of oxen and ploughs has spread

to the area from the Usanguplains where ox—ploughing is a general

feature, This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the use of

oxen and ploughs is more frequent in the Northern part of Wanging’onbe

which is closer to Usangumany villagers have regular contact with the

villages on the Usanguplains.

The area planted to crops is detemined i.e. by the labour

av~i1able for cultivation and seodbed preparation. In Northern Njonbe

the use of hired labour is limited to the fama of a few wealthy

traders. These people hire women to cultivate beans, which then are

marketedin the towns~,

For the great majority of the peasants the household members provide

the agricultural labour force. It appears though that a si~ificont

interchange of labour in the traditional manner of “bega kwa bega”

(sbou1de±~to shoulder) takes place. This is most usual for clearing and

weeding purposes when much labour is neededfor a concentratedperiod.

The area planted by the individual households is small. The Lgri~.

cultural census1972 reported on averagefam size of 1 • 4 hectares in

Iringa region. Table 5:3 shows the regional distribution of holdings

by size.

Table 5:3 Distribution of PeasantHoldings by Size, Iringa Region

Size Less than 0.5—1 1 1—2
2—3 3—4 1 5.10 10.4.20

%o~

cultii—
vatin,g

0 • 5

23%

ha.

~

ha ha ha ha ha

23% 26% i io% 3% 2%

I I
--

ha an

3% -

~

(Source: TPN(J, Data Report on the Pood and Nutrition situation in
Tanzania 1972/73—1 976/77).

-J ~
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Village

~‘:

In the four surveyed villages in Northern Njonbe the size of the area

cultivated and planted in 1977/78 by the sanple households is shawa in

the table below.

Table 5:4 Distribution_of PeasantHol&tngs by Size in Northern Njotibe

jIk.of
____ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ ______lreI3p.

6—Tha 7 ha ~&aple

/ Percentage of respondents cultivating

o.5—lha 1,.2ha 2-.3hct 3—4ha1 4—5ba 5—6ha

Saja 5% 19% 51% 10% — 3% 4% — 77

Lyanluid. — - 25% 13% 18% 1 a% 13% 13% 16

Luduga 9%

Igwacbanya 12%

12%

27%

53%

44%

20%

is%

3%

2%

—

—

3%

—

—

—

—

—

34

59

Total 8% 19% 47% - 13% 7% — 35~ - 2% 1% 186

(Source: BRALtJP surv~’of SCLja, LyamJ.u]d., Luduga and Igwzichsnya, 1978)

This fait~—size pattern differs from the regional pattern to some

extent. In the surveyed villages there is a noteworthy concentrationo±~

Lam sizes in the range of 1 — 2 heotares. The p~vportion of households

cultivat~ dwarf plots of 1e~e then 0.5 hectares is much smaller ( 8 %)
than in the regional survey (26 %). Nevertheless, both surveys show that

a solid majority of the peasanthouseholdscultivate on area in the range

of 0.5 ha — 3 ha.

It wilJ. be of interest to know to which extent the the households

who use oxploughs cultivate larger areas than the band-.~d—hoecultivators.

This distribution is shown in table 5:5.

Table ~: 5 Pa~i Sizes amongOx—Ou.ltivators

(Source: BRAIJUP survey of Saj a, LyanluJ~L, Luduga and Igwachanya,1978)
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A comparison of table 5:4 and table 5:5 shows that the ox—cultivation

do cultivate more land than hand—and—hoe cultivators, but the difference

is not great.

Appro~d~i~ately60 ~ of both ~—cultivators and hand—and—hoe cultivators

fain areas in the range of one to three hectares. On the other hand,

while only 13 ~ of the hand—and—hoe cultivators Lain sore than three

hectares, the corresponding proportion of the ox—cultivators is 32 %.

In the Wangingt ombe area one pair of work—oxen is often shared

between two or more householdswho are relatives or neighbours.

Then this is the case each household has access to the pluu~h—oxen only

for a united, period. This condition can explain why so many o±the

ox—cultivators in fact do not fern a hectarage bigger than the peasants

who use the hoe. On the other hand, the reason why so few ox—cultivators

can expand the farm size above 6—7 b.ectares(without using hired labour)

con be looked for in the unbalancedcharacter of draught—oninal

mechanization. Since animal traction is only used in cultivation,

labour availability for the other critical operations — notably weeding —

seta a limit to the area which can be operated by the peasant household.

The Casb~-Cro~pEconomy

Table 5:6 shows that the marketed output from the Wanging’oLibe area

is insignificant — except for sunflower — in the regional econor:iy.

However, even mall crop sales are of inportonce for the individual

households.

Table 5:6 Marketed Crops 1976/77

i Crop
The Vlanging’ onbe

Area.
Iringa Region

Maize

Mixed beans
Qow—peas
Suri~ow~r
Tobacco

1155 tons

455 tons
111 tons
334 tons

48 tons

10,400 tons

n.a.
n.a.
1,334 tons
4,148 tons

(Source: National Milling Corporation Iringa Office: Tobacco
Authority of Tanzania, Wonging’ombe Office; TFNC
Data Report on the Food and Nutrition Situation
in Tanzania).

- ~ ~
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It should be noted though that 1976/77 was considered a bad agriculture].

year in the area due to sub—normal mins. In addition, the table includes

only the purchasesof the official purchasing agents (the National Milling

Corporation and the Tobacco Authority of Tanzania), and omits snail—scale

sales in and betweenthe villages.

Sunflower ~d tobacco are being encouragedas the main casb~-crops in

Northern Njonbe.

Sunflower: In the 1960’s Tanzania was a net exporter of oil—seeds, but

production has declined since 1973 reducing exports to insignificance.

The main oil seedsare castor, Sesone,sunflower and grouncinuts.

Virtually the whole marketed sunflower crop was retained within the

country in 1976 to be processe~’1o edible oil by local ~iii~.r~

Meanwhile the domestic den~nd for coolcing oil has increased rapidly

during the 1970’ s. ~~orc-cast for edible oil con~iption in Tanzania

by 1980 has been estimated at 44,000 tons, as compared to the marketed

production of 15,000 tons in 1975. The government has invested in

new oil mills in Morogoro ca-id Nachingwea. It will therefore be

necessaryto stimulate oilseed production nationally. Sunflower is

the most inportant oilseed in Tanzania, its share of the marketed

production being slightly more than 30 %.

I

Iringa is one of the main sunflower producing regions said the

~angthg~ixibe area contributes one quarter of the Iringa production

(table 5:6). Official promotion of sunflower as a cash crop in thc

area has beenlimited to delivery of seedsand purchase of the crop.

Among agricultu.raj. officers sunflower is referred to as ‘7the lazy

man’s cas1~-crop,”since it den~nds relatively little attention.

On the other hand yields are not impressive. In 1978 it wa.s rare

to see sunflower plants of a size higher than 1-i- meter and the oil

cake usually had a diameter less than 15 centimeter. There are no

reliable yield estimates for Northern Njombe, but nationally average

smaliholder production is estimatedat 0.4 tons per hectaree8) With

producer prices set at 1.25 shillings per hilo (1977) averagefain

incomes were 485 shillings for one heetare (ass~.ng that the only

cashoutlay was 15 shillings for seeds). The nunber of farners

growing sunflower and total production in the four villages surveyed
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showed considerable variations as shown in table 5:7. variation

reflect to sane extent the effectivity of the agicul~ral extension

service — seedswere delivered to some, but not all viUar~es.

Table 5:7 Pro~~tion of Respondents Growing St~flowerin Four

Vill~es 1977/78

Vi1lw~e
)

I Percentage of respondents
growing the crop

No. of h.h.
sample

Sajo. 1 % 77

Lyanluid. 31 % 16

Igwachnnya 2 % 59

~_Luduga 32 %
I-___________________

34
—

(Sorace: BRf~.LTJPsurvey of Saja, Lyanlu)cL, Luduga and
I~wacbnriya,1978)

Tobacco is the other cash—cropin Northern Njombe. In the national

context tobacco occupies the third rank (after coffee and cotton) as a

forei~i exchange earner for Tanzania. The TobaccoAuthority of

Tanzania (mT) is responsible for the promotion of tobacco ~rowiug

which is small—holder based except for ttbaut £ii~ty - large estates

in Iringa district.

Tobacco production in Northern Njombe started in 1974 on villc.~e

“ujamaa” fanas. Thesewere soon converted into block—faras, i.e.

fields of 10 to 20 hectares which are divided into ~~11er (one acre)

blocks cultivated by individual peasant households. In 1978 there

were 16 vila6es in the area en~a~edin tobacco Grov e~)T1~Tprovides

seeds, fertilizer, technical advice and tractor service to these

viila~es and is the sole purehasin~ Lv~ent of the harvest.9~

In 1975/76 the 16 tobacco arowin~viUa~esin Northern Njonbe planted

a total area of 143 he~tares. Total ni~aber of ~rower5 were 778 and

they cultivated 0.2 heetares of toabcco each. Total production was 48
io)

tons and averar~e yields were 336 1~lo~ro~asper hectare,

The local policy of ThT in Northern Njoube is to stabilize and

increase tobacco cultivation in the 16 selected villages before tobacco

cultivation is encouraged in other villages.

In Sa~jaward: Saja, Isimike, Iten~elo,TJhenga; in Wsn~in~’orabewaith
Wanging’ombe, Ildngula, Ufwala, ~,Ui~iga,Lyadebwe, Kij ombe, LysinlulcL,
Mayale,; in Luduga. ward: Ludu&a, Iyayi, Mambegu, Hanjawanu.

~: -
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Tobaccogrowing is labour intensive. It is calculated that

between300 said 500 mondays are required to tend one hectare of tobacco

It is also a crop from which the grower con realize comparatively

more cash: 3,000 shillings per hectare provided that ~-ields are around

0.75 tons per hectare and that the quality is good.1~ Njombe tobacco

growers realized on average only 100 shillings from their tobacco

field becausetheir yields were low and their cultivated area was small.

It is not surprising then, that there is no overt enthusiasmamong the

peasantry for tobacco growing, wii~ess the low ni~ber of participating

farmers — 1 52~of the total nunber of households in the 16 villages.
,resource

The naturai/constraints to tobacco growing in Northern Njombe are

water and firewood. Water in needed for the tobacconurseries which

must be established in October, at the height of the dry season.

Pirewood is needed for the curing of the harvested leaves. A sound

expansion programae for tobacco cultivation in the area must take

these two constraints into considera~tion. In the short run wood can

be taken from the remaining woodlands in the northwestern part of the

area, but these will soon be depleted. If tobacco is to have a future

as a main-crop in the Wangingtombe area supporting programmesare

necessary. Pnel—wood plantations must be established in the villages

growing the crop and water from the WNWSPmust be reserved for nurseries.

It is suggestedthat the future evaluation of the water project

looks into these aspects of tobacco growing. If water from the project

in the future in used in tobacco cultivation,- then it is possible

that the WNWSP will have an affect on villagers’ cash—incomes. The

distribution of money incomes which is derived from an intensified

tobacco cultivation betweenmembersof the households in the tobacco

cultivating villages could provide insights into the developmental

effects of peasantcash—cropping.

*) No technical desi~ in connection with water provision for tobacco
nurseries had beenproducedin 1978.

1

I
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Cba~ter 6: LIVESTOCK

Wanging’ombemeans “many cattle” and livestock is indeed a

characteristic feature of the landscape.

Oattlo ownership is vested in individuals. Large ownersgraze their

herds apart while neighbouring households owning only a few heads may

have them graze together. 0-razing areasare community—ownedand include

mU land except cropfields. In some villages cattle may also graze the

stubble after harvest. No fodder is produced, livestock is dependent

on herbage from the natural vegetation. During the dry season under-

nourislhzaentis evident. The wilted grass is low in protein and

vitamin content and this is reflected in a slow rate of cattle growth

and reproduction.

Milk production from the indigenous zebu cattle is estimated at

250—300 liters per location.1) Most of the milk is conmzied by the

calves. The genetic potential of the zebu is consideredto be low, so

dairy production can not be considered before cross—breading with exotic

bulls as well as pastureupgrading is introduced.2)

The critical grazing months are Septemberto Decemberwhen water also

is in short supply. In the Northern part of the area, around Saja,

livestock can be taken to a swampy area during the worst period. Ha.lali

river which runs through the area is used by villagers and livestock.

It also happens that cattle use the sprin~ and ponds where women draw

water for household consinption — a situation which creates obvious

health hazards.

It i>~wffortunate, although fully logical, that the period when

cattle are undernourished and weak coincides with the period when oxen

are needed in agriculture. Seedbedpreparation has to start at the

onset of the rains. The weak condition of oxen at this time make them

perform far below their potential.
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Use of Cattle

Cattle is of multiple value in the social system of the Wabena

peasant society. First of all, cattle are used as dowry. When a

man wants to marry a women he must present cattle to her parents as

dowry, i.e. as conprensationfor their sons to marry. Consequently

cattle ploy on important role in the reproduction of the peasant

households.

Between 2 and 6 cows are paid as dowry. Five co~is mentioned

~a the ttave~getI price. Dowry can also be paid on, for exanpie,

3 cows and a few goats and sheepor, alteroatively, wholly in cash.

In this latter case the equivalent market price of five cows is paid.

Dowry can be paid in rates, for instance half the sun before the

wedding and half the sun later on. Young men have to borrow noney

or cows from their fathers, or from other relatives. They repay their

debt gradually. It con be understood then than many social ties and

dependencies are fo~edthrough economic transactions in connection

with i r-ia~eand dowry.

In the VTabena society ownershipof cattle gives status, A man who

ov~as a large herd of cattle is a rich man, he cor~i~ndsini’luence and

deserves respect. He con also use his cattle in order to enhance his

influence i.e. by slaughtering a cow and host~ng a bi party.

The directly productive use of cattle is in agricultural work.

These aspectshave beendiscussedin the agricultural chapter and

will not be elaboratedfurther here.

Density and Distribution of Cattle

A livestock census was undertakenin Iringa Region in March, 1978.

The censusreported the following nunber of livestock within

Wanging’onbe division.
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Table 6:1 Livestock in Wongin~~onbediyision, 1978

1Ward Cattle
~

I

Sheep Goats
LivestUo~

owners
—

~___________

Iivest~ck
ownersas
of all
households

Luduga 11,575

Wangin~oiabe~10,069

Ilenbu.la 7,825

Sa.ja ,~ 6,79~j

2,210 1,274

2,636 1,757

1,675 689

1,011 ~1,008

-

n,a.A

‘rio
697

n.a.

27%

23%

[Total 16,267T7,532T4,728 ri.a. —

(Source: W~ngini3tombedivision livestock office).

v~ere
Figures of cattle owners / given for a. somewhat ~a.J.ler area

‘vri.thln the division, In 24 villages a total number of 1,652 owners

held 23,640 heads of cattle. ~be to’~l number o±~households in the

sane villages was 6,977 which means that 24% or roughly one of the

householdsowned cattle. -

An averageof 14 headsof cattle per hot~,s~holdc~uibe comluted

fr~ the census figures of cattle—ov~ing households. As a matter of

fact, cattle are unevenly distributed in the villages, There are

some rich old men o~1ngmore than one hundred heads, while other

householdskeep a single cow, or a pair of oxen.

Loolthag at the amount and quality of grazing land in relation to

stocld.ng rates, some computations can be made. When it comes to

grazing, the carrying capacity of land is measured in numbers of

heetaresper livestock unit,*) i.e. how noy hectares are required to

support one livestock u~ut., In Wanging’onbe division,cattle, goats

and sheep make up a total of 37,790 livestock units (L.u.). The

total area of the division is 160,000hecta.rosof which some 20,000 ha.

are assumedto be occupied by settloment and cultivated eropland.

The livestock per ~2 ratio for Wanging’onbe division is then 24,

while the corresponding figures for Iringa Region and. Tanzania

Mainland are 8 and 15.8 respectively. In dry areaslike Northeni

Njombe one livestock unit is estimated to require 4 hectarea/~grazing

The conversion rates are: one cow = I livestock unit,

one sheep= 0.125 livestock unit and one goat = 0.125 livestock unit.
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The 1978 livestock population will, then, need a total of

151,160 hectares, wbich appro~dnatosthe total area of the division.

This computation indicates that overstocking already is a fact and

that further increase in stock density has to take place at the price of

environmental degradation.

However, the above calculations are averages, Tbo total area of

Wcngingtoiabe division includes an “empty corner” of woodland in the

extreme North, In reality the situr~tionvaries from place to place.

Some villages ilave a rela1~ivclylow stocking density while others

already are ovorrit~~eL-c~. - ~xa~lo, in 1~)75$aja had 2,738 livestock

units on a total area. of 7,170 hectares.~~Eve~aif we reduce the

grazing requirement to tbree hectaresper livestock unit, the area

required for grazing exceedsthe whole village area. Since deductions

must be made for settlement and cropland, the actual situation si&uii_

lies overgrazing, erosion, and vulnerable livestock.

~arketing

There are two cattle auctions in Northern Njoinbe, one in

Wanging’ombe and one in Saja. Auctions are held once a month. The

cattle auction is the event in the two villages; around ths auction

a big market place mushrooms\1hor~variuus goods are sold.

Eachmonth between 200 nn’ ~-00 herids of cattle are sold at the

auctions in Saja and Wanging’onbe. Average prices are below 1,000/=

with variations shown in table 6:2.

Table 6:2 Number o±~Cattle Sold and Average Prices at Saja and

Wanging’ombe Cattle Auctions

Month No. of cattle sold Total value f
sh.

287,995 J
AveraehPrice

June—77 346 832

Aug.—77 235 273,495 959

0ct~.—77 207 169,135 817

Nov.—77 247 187,870 760

- - -Tot3l for 1 ,085 918,495

~-

It 846
4 months

I

(Source: Waziging’oiabe divisional livestock office).
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At the auctions work—oxen fetch the highest price (approx.

Sh. 1,500, bulls fetch prices between Sh. 1,000 and 1,300 while cows

fetch the lowest price, between Sh. 600 and 900. The majority of

cattle sold at the auctions are cows.5~

A sigaificant feature of the cattle auctions in Saja and

Wanging’ombe is that most of the cattle are sold out of the region.

Thus, out of the 254 cattle auctioned in July, 1978 178 heads or 70%

were sold to Ruvuina. There are some 30 linensed buyers at the auctions.

Most of them are merchants who function as agents for butchers in

Songea. Due to shortages of meat in Songea beef fetches a price of

Sh. 18 per kilo at the butchers. The corresponding price at the

butcher in Wanging’ombe is only }‘= per kilo. Hence the Songeamerchants

can afford to outbid local buyers at the auctions in Northern Njombe.

The sellers of cattle are local

Saigu herders from the Usanguplains.

few heards of cattle at a time while

as 30 heads of cattle at a time.

peasants but also Masai, Gogo and

The local peasants sell only a

Masai herdersmay sell as many

According to the livestock office in Uanging’ombe at least so%

of the cattle sold at the auctions come from outside Northern Njombe —
from the Usanguplains.

It can be calculated that totally some 3 million shillings are

realized by cattle sales annually at the two auctions. If we deduct

50% for Ussngu herders there remains 1 • 5 million shillings to be

sharedby local sellers. Assuming that there are some 2,500 cattle

owners in the division and assuming that they shared this stun of money

equal4~~r, they made some 600 shillings each. The real situation was

of course different, some owners sold many heads of cattle while others

sold none.

I

We have already indicated that the peasantsin Northern Njonbe are

not counercial cattle—raisers. One mair
1i function of cattle is to serve

as an emergency fund to be converted into cash when needed. A peasant

will bring a cow to the auction when he needs cash, either to buy durable

consumer goods (corrugated iron roof, bicycle etc.,) or to buy food when

his own harvest has failed. The year 1976/77 was a bad agricultural

year when a large portion of the households had4zcuZticiunt focd supply.

Money realized at cattle auctions was then used to buy mt4ze.
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each

There is a butcher’s shop/in only 7 of the 33 villages in

Wangi.ng’oinbe division. In these villages people can buy ~nall amounts

of meat regularly at a reasonableprice (Sh.8 per kilo). But in the

other villages meat is consumedonly c~t~.tLnnr~1 celebrations when

a cow is slaughtered or incidentally when a cow has broken a leg and

must be slaughtered.’)

Po~aible Impaot of the V~1’~WSPon Livestock Development

A certain coiffusion appears to prevail concerning the uses of

the water from the Wanging’ornbe North Water Supply Project. On the

oneb~dit is argued that the project aims at improving the conditions

for domestic (i.e. human) water use, but, on the other hand it has

also been argued that since cattle plays a very important role in the

local economy, they should be provided With water from the project.

In the bill of quantities of the V~N~I7SPcattle troughs are mentioned

but up to date no engineering desiga has been produced.

Meanwhile, there e.~zstsa real need of water for the Wanging’ombe

cattle population, not so much for drin]dng water but rather for dips.

At present there are only three dips in the area~ the villagers

have to carry water in buckets from nearby streamsto thesedips when

they want to treat their cattle with chemical preparations.

It is suggested that the future evaluation of the V~1\TWSPmonitors

changes in the size and utilization of the cattle population and

investigates to which extent cattle have benefitè~ from the project.

The importance of butcher oheps for nutrition will be elaborated.

on in chapter 9.
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Chapter 7: THE WA~RUSE P,f~.TTER~T

Introduction

Li this chapter the water use pattern in five villages in

Uo~’i~crz~LNjonbe will be described. The description is based on a

householdsurvey carried out in Saja, L.ycizalukL, Ilembula, Luduga and

Igwachanya villages in May, 1978. Additional infoni~ition has been

obtained from interviews with the village councils in the said villages

and fron direct observation. Before presenting the findings the

iaethodolo~r used in the survey will be briefly presented.

Utilizing the “ ten-.eellt’ political organization in the villages

a stratified sample covering 10% of the householdswas drawn. The head

of the bouseholdand his wife in totally 949 householdswere in1~rviewed.

The interviews were conductedby University students accompaniedby the

ten—cell leaders, who introduced then to the householders.

Each interview was split in two phases. One aet of questionswere

directed to the head of household, These questions sought iafoi~ation

on the householdderaoi~rc.phyand econony, Some findings from this part

of the interview have beenpresented in Chapter 5. The other set of

questions was directed to the ftre’t wife or the representative WOE~1

in the household. These questions concentrated on the water use pattern.

The interviews were split within the householdbecauseit was felt

that the relevant question would be better answeredby the person who

is in fact responsible for the particular operation which tI~e question

sought iiffortaation about. Since the wonenby tradition are responsible

for water collection, this part of the interview was also concluded

with tha women, By comtIT~t,niost - previous studies on water uue in

East Africa have relied on infor~iation obtained from interviews conducted

with men, who are not involved in the actual task of providing water for

the faii~ily.

The Sources of Water

The most cön~n sources of water for both people and cattle in the

area are ponds, streai~sand groundwater obtained from wells, springs

and shallow depressions dug in river beds.
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The availability and accessibility of water dependson the aoaaon;

in the rainy season(December— April) water can be found in ponds,

ditches and r~ning streams. -When the rains stop, the water table

sinJ~sand groundwaterbecomesavailable at increasingly greater depths.

With the progress of the dry seasonthe sourcesof water are both

reducedin number and become steadily inaccessible.

There axe a number of small streamscutting through the area ~d

feeding into the fliver Halali, which carries water during the rainy

seasons-id for some months afterwards. The only perennial source of

water is in the main arn of the H~ilali, but even here in the dry season

the level of water falls and partially runs underground,making it

necessaryto dig shallow depressionsin the dry river bed in~order to

obtain water.

These are a few pen~mnentsprings and ponds in the area and

North of Saja there is a swamp which contains water throughout the

year. A few villages have partially improved water supplies. At

Ilsnbula water is pumped from the Halali and supplies eight standpipes

in the center of the village. Wanging’ombevillage is also provided

with a pumped schemesupplying water to a few public stamdpipes,

However, during most of 1978 this supply was out of order due to

breakdownof the pump. In Igwachanya there is a pumped schene~supplying

the Catholic mission and its dispensary.

Apart from. these few schemesthe majority of the population In

Northern Njanbe is emtirely dependenton unimprovedwater sourceswhich

are often sharedwith cattle. The viLlagers, when asked, contend that

people and cattle use water from separate sources— that is, people

draw water upstreamand cattle drink it downstream— but the observation

of water sourcesoften contradictt4uch statements. Cow di~ and

hoofprints a~ufrequently seen around waterboles where water for domestic

use is collected. It is also known that livestock have accessto the

Halall river at numerouspoints.
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As an example, Igwacbnn.ya, a village with 525 households relies for

its water on snail seasonal streams and one perennial stream — the

Mtitafu — at a distance of 1-i- kn from the village centre. Cattle obtain

water from the sane sources thanghnoimally cattle are fed from

different points along the stream. However, as the mater situation

becomescritical in Septemberto December,both people and cattle

converge on the streamwhich re~u.ltsin increasing contamination.

With villagization the sources around the villages have beoozae

intensely utilized but little improvementhas taken place to probeot

the e~cLsting supplies. It is not far—fetched to believe that the water

situation for the population u-i Northern N~onbeha~deteriorated since

1974.

Table 7:1 suix~arizeathe t~rpesof water sources

in the villages of Wanging’onbe.

used by the people

Table 7:1 Types of Water Sources Used

/ Total No. of h.h, in sample= 239 /
(Source: BR~.LUPsurvey of Saja, Iyamlu]cL,

Igwachanya, 1978).

The table shows that duri~ the rainy season one out of every

two households take, their domestic water from a well. Most of the

wells are unimproved, only a few are fitted with concrete rings but

none is fitted with a pump. During the dry seasonmany wells dry up,

~rpe of source Percentageof h.h. using the
1 source

Well

Stre~river

Waterho].e

Shallow Depressions
in dry river beds

Swamp
1Wap

Rainy season Dry season

50%

24%

6%

~
2~o

5%

13%

35%
1 27%

14%

2 ~
4/0

—
—

Total ioo%
io0%

ilenbula, Lud.uga and
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~nd this is clearly reflected in the table. The users of tap water in

our sample come from Ilembula village. They ~.i mentioned that du.ring

the dry seasontap water is insu±’ficient so they have to fetch water

~rcna Halali river. The category streas/river in the table cPnnotea

both seasonal streams and the rivers Halali and Ructha (near Saja) where

one can obtain water all the year round. The relative increase in the

use of rivers during the dry seasOn is partly due to the insufficiency

of the piaapei schemein Ilenbula whi.ch makesvillagers switch to river

water. As the table shows, there is a very sigeificont r~Oourscito

shallow depressionsscoopedout in dry river beds for water in the dry

season. The percentage~bould be even higher then the 24% stated in

the table because there were some misunderstandingsduring the interview

situation in the sense that a nunber of respondents answered ttrivertr to

the question on source of water, when they actually neant that they dig

ho1e~ in dry riverbeds.

The Collection and Use of Water

It is normally the task of the adult wonen to fetch water for the

householdtsneeds. To a certain extent, ohe is assisted by female

children, though the compulsoryattendance in schools of girls has

reduced the amount of assistance adult women have fraa their young

daughters in carrying out household chores. In the survey there were

only two cases where waterwasbeing fetched by males, and these were

bachelor households.

On. the whole, there are three different types of water containsrs

being used. The traditional type is a calabash which eon bold 10—15

liters. The zinc bucket and the fldebelt — a tin container — are also

frequently used and con carry respectively 16 and 20 liters.

Growa—up men seldom collect water for domestic use, but they do

collect water reçt~re4 for housebuililing. Water is neededfor the

plastering of nud—~nd—polehousesand the new method of building

houses of sun—driedbricks al~ demandsmuch water. Then drawing water

for these purposesthe men usemore sophisticatedmethods than their

wives do. They either carry two buckets of water attached to a wooden

yoke on the shoulder or use oxen. In this case a barrel is filled with

water, lifted on a woodensledge and pulled to the construction site by

two oxen.
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Water is used for drinkLn\~,cooldng, bathing, washing utensils and

clothes, cleaning and p1aaterir~the house, and occasionally for

watering a small vegetable garden and for beer—brewing. Clothes are

noimally washedat the source of water rather tb~xiat homed Only in

Ilembula, where women draw water from taps, do they wash clothes at borae.

Women and children frequently bath at the source of water,

Daily Water Consumption

The daily water consumption in the sample households was measured

by the number of trips taken in. each household to fetch water on two

consecutive days and computing the amount of water carried from the

type of container used for water collection.

average per capita consumptionderived from this information

in table 7:2.

Table 7:2 Average daily per capita consumption of water

Village Average consumption
per capita per day

‘Igwachanya 10.4 liters I
Luduga 8.4 “

Ilembula 11.2 “

jsaja 8.1 “

8.2

villages_1 9.5

“

“ —

(Total No. of h.h. in sample = 239)

I
I
I
I
I

(Source: BHALUI’ survey of Saja, LyamluJd, Ilenbula, Luduga
and Igwachenya, 1978).

It should be noted that the interviews were conductedat the end

of May, in the beginning of the dry season. The average consumption

of water is expectedly higher during the wettest months when water is

more accessible and abundant. Again, there is reason to believe that

the average consumption drops further at the peak of the dry season.

Variations betweenthe villages ~re reflected in the table. The drier

The

is shown

C ~ ~
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conditions in Saja and Lyainluki are indicated in the lower per capita

consumptionfigures while the relatively higher figures for flenbula

could be attributable to the availability of tap water in this village.

Table 7:3 shows the percentagedistribution of householdsaccording

to the ranges in amount of water con?umeddaily,

Table 7:3 Percentage Distribution of Daily Per Capita

Water Consumption

E Volume i % of householdsconst~ning

L 8 liters 34%
8—10 “ 27%

11—15 “ 19%

16—20 ~ 16%

21—25 tI 2.5%

26—30 “ 0.5%

30 “ i%

(Total No. of h.h. in sample = 239)

(Source: BRALUP survey of Saja, Lyamluki, Ilembula,
Luduga and Igwachaaaya,1978)

One third of the bouseboldsuse less than 8 liters per capita per

day, Earlier studies of rural water supply in EastAfrica show

comparable figures, Vlamer’s study of 9 Tanzani4~villageswith traditional

water supplies showed daily per capita usesof water ranging from 3.6

to 13.2 liters, while White et al. in their study of 19 rural places

found that per capita consumption rangedfrom 4.4 to 20.8 liters with

a daily average of 11.2 liters per capita.

Distance to Source of Water

Distance and hence time is the most crucial variable affecting water

use, especially in the dry season. Table 7:4 shows the proportion of

households - situated at various distances from ~ water source

during the dry and rainy season respectively.

~ ~
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Table 7:4 Percentage of Households at Various distances

from Water Source

-U
Distance Rainy Season Dry Season

~1 61% 26~

1—2 Icn ‘ 14% 17

2—3 km 6% 13%

3—4

4—5

5-6

6-7

km 16%

km 3%

km -

km -

16%

14%

—

9%

)
~

7—8

8

km

km

— —

— 5%

I1
(Total No. of h.h, in sample = 239)

(Source: BRA.LUP surv~eyof Saja, Lyanlu]d, Ileiabula, Luduga
and Igwachanya, 1978).

A word 0±’caution must be expressedconcerning the accuracy of the

data. The respondents stated the dist~oe in miles, a measure with

which they are more familiar than 1<i.lonaeters. The answers were given

in rough categories such as “half a mile,” “one mi.le,’1 “one and a half

mile,” etc. 7”ose respondents in ilembula who lived very close to

water taps answered “ a few steps.t’ The figures have then been convezted

to lcLlometers. In some cases we have beenable to check the information

given by respondentsagainst the actual dist~aceand found ~n eoaeptoble

correspondence.

The table reveals the difference in distance to source during the

two climatic seasons. While only 25% have a distance of more than 2

kilometers during the rainy season, the proportion increases to 57%

during the dry season; while 61% have a distance less than 1 ld.loiaeter

during the rainly seasonthis percentagedrops to 26% during the dry season.

There are also differences betweenthe villages in our sample. The

extremely long distances stated for the dry seasonare reported from Saja

and Lyamluki- villages in the most arid part of the area. Respondents

reporting a distance over 6 kilometers compose 12% of all respondentsin

Saja and 60% in Lyainluki.
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Compared with data from other East African rural eituatin, the

d.tat~ceo~.yen here are not unusual. In one study the average

distance to a water source - i~ given as 1,5 ion In areas characterized

by water scarcity while extreme distancesof up to 15 1~nhave been

reported.2) It should be boine in mind that different sources at

different distan~eare often used in the rainy and the dry season

respectively.

In figure 7:1 the averagedaily per capita cons-imiption is plotted

againsthouseholdsize, -

FIG 7~I
HOUSEHOLD SIZE AND AVERAGEPER
CAPITA DAILY WATER CONSUMPTION

0

0

0
0 0

0 0

9ie
c14
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As the figure shows the “big~ consumers are found in householdswith

few members and vice versa. A similar pattern has also been reported

by Bantje, by Feacliem et al. and by VThite, Bradley and White in earlier

studies on rural water use in A±’rica,~~

This pattern can be explainedwith reference to the mode of

obtaining water. It appears that the total amount of water fetched is

goverued by the distance to the source and the means of transport.

An adult woman hasmany other choresbesides fetching water, and it is

possible to carry only one bucket at a time when one is walking. It is

therefore possible to make only a limited number of journeys — two to

three journeys per day to a source over one kilometer away consume

substantial ener~r and time.

Under such circumstances a di~t~ce of one kilometer makes the

collection journey too laborious to encour~g~dconsumptionover and

above the absolute needs. We found thus, that 67% of those bousebolds

who reported a distance less than one kilometer consumedton liters or

less per capita per day.

If’ the amount of water collected remainsmore or less fixed, then

the most important variable deteimining per capita consumption will

obviously be the number of membersin the household.

It is only when the distance to the water source is reducedto a

minimum that per capita consumption increases si~ificantly regardless

of householdsize. This hypothesis is supported by the water

consumptionpattern among 115 householdsin Ileiabula village which were

located “only a few steps” from a coimnunal water tap.

Water consumptionamong tap users in Ilembula as compared to all

interviewed householdsis ohown in table 7:5.
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Table 7:5 Daily Averaj~jeper Capita Water Use among

T~p-Users in flembula

—1
Household I Daily per capita water use
size 1-

all households Ilembula tap—Users

2 ‘17 liters’ 32 liters

1 ~ 14—.—

4 I

I
6 ,

11 — . — 17 liters

~ 12—.—

8—.—, 18—.—

7 9—.—! 13—.—

8

9_

6—.—~ 26—.—

7—.—~ 12—.— 1
(source: BRALUP survey of Saja, LyWnlU]Ci, Ilembula,

Luduga and Igwachanya, 1978).

As the table shows even large—sizedhouseholdsin Ilembula,

situated in the immediate neighbourhood of a domestic water—point

could afford a high per capita consumption of water.

Earlier investigations indicate that when a village is provided

with an improved water supply that is instnmaental in reducing wa3JcLng

distances to some extent, the volume of water collected increases, but

not much. For example, in the villages studied by Warner average water

use per capita increased from 12.7 liters per day to 16 liters after

the introduction of an improved supply.~~ One conclusion which can be

drawn from these findings is that a significant increase in the per

capita water consumption does not occur until the source of water is

brought to the very doorstep of the household.

Perception of Water Quality

The women respbndents in the interviewed households were asked

whethqr the water theyv.sed was ‘good’ or ‘bad’ and then asked to

describe the characteristics of whatever quality they mentioned.

Their responseis summarizedin table 7:6.
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Table 7:6 Qpinions held by Women on Water Quali~r

(Total No. of h.h. in sample = 244)

(Source: BRALUP survey of Saja, IyamiukL, Il~nbula, Luduga
and Igwachanya, 1978)

The overwhelming majority of the women tbã.xik that the water they

use is bad. The characteristics of ‘good’ water mentionedwere that it

was c].e~i, nmning, and that it did not cause sickness. ‘Bad’ water

was described as being muddy, stagnant, having a bad smell or containing

sinai]. organisms. It was also ‘bad’ if people washedclothes or bathed

near it, if cattle used it and if drinking~aused stomachdiseases.

The answers Indicate a certain awarenessamongst the women of

the relationship between water and health. But in practiOs there is

very little action on their part tc, improve the situation wheneverit

might be detrimental to health. Women did complain about muddy

waterholes, but nowheredid we come acrossstructures designed to

protect traditional water—sources.

Bacteriological Analysis

A bacteriological water analysis was conducted in October, 1978.

Water asiaplee were collected from six different sources and sent to

Iringa Regional Hospital for bacteriological analysis. Water sources

were selected after discussion with villagers. The criterion used

was that the source sampled should be one of the major sources used

by the villagers for their daily consumption. The sampled sources

were the following:

Village

Percentage of Women who think their water is

good
water

bad
water

don’t know

Igwachsnya

Lu~1uga

flembula

Saja

I~ramlu1d.

Percentage of women
who believe one gets
sick from bad water

11%

15%

43%

13%

13%

71%

85%

47%

84%

87%

18%

3%

58%
76%

72%

68%

93%
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* A well in Mayale village. It is located in a valley two

lcLlometers from the center of the village and is one of the three main

water souzces during the dry season.

* A waterhole in Kijombe village. It is situated in a small

valley about one kilometer from the primary school. The waterhole was

one of the four sources of water for the villagers. During the rainy

season this depression is filled up with water. As the dry season

proceeds it dries up completely. Due to the abundant rains in 1978

there was still water in the hole at the time of our sampling, but the

villagers expected it to get completely dry during that month. The

waterhole was completely unprotected, women walked down to it, stood

with their feet in water and scooped up bucke to. At our visit one

woman was sitting beside the hole washing clothes in a bucket.

* Halali. river. This river runs by Kanamalenga,Ilembula and

Mayale villages~ It is constantly utilized, by people for washing

clothes~ bathing and drawing domestic water. It is also used by

livestock. The central part of Ilembula is provided with a pump

scheme drawing water which is then chlorinated from Halali and piped

to 8 standpipes in the center of the village. When the pump is out of

order (as was the case in October) these villagers draw water directly

fruit the river or utilize a borehole scheme inside the compound of the

Lutheran Hospital. Two samples were taken from Halali; near the primary

school in Ilembula and at the bridge where the river crosses the

highway to Zambia.

* Huhuni river. This river passesby Wanging’ombevillage and

joins the Halsli river at the highway bridge. It is also used by people

and livestock.

* A pond betweenWanging’ombe and Uiwala villages. It is mainly

used by livestock, but children are frequently seen playing and bathing

in the pond.

From each of these sources a one liter s~aple was taken under

sterile conditions. The samples were put in a cold—box and immediately

transportedto Iringa. The tests were conducted in the laboratory of

the re~.onal hospital. All samples were tested within twelve hours of

collection.
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The test method used was the multiple tube method using MacConkey

broth and agarplates for inoculation and incubation. The aim was to

establish the concentration of colifonns including faecal coli±’oxma.

Dri.nld.ng water should ideally not contain any organisms of faecal origin.

The presence of colifom organismsshould be cc~asideredan indication

of remote faeca]. pollution. The presence of Eacherichia coil (faecal

coliforms) indicates recent faecal pollution.

Normally, when a sample is composedof five bottles, the analysed

water is classified according to the schemeshown below.

‘
No. of bottles
giving positive

reaction

Coliform count
of ~7% (~aost
prOOcLbl no.of
odiii~oru~per

100 mJJ~ —

Classification
of water for
drinld.ng
purposes

0

1

2—3

4—5

0 Excellent I
2—4 Satisfactory I
5—10 Suspicious

16 — ] Unsatisfactory

The result of the bacteriological analysis of the six samples

was unanimous. In each sample all five MacConkey bottles tested

gave a positive reaction including gas production. The most probable

number of coliforms per 100 ml. was over 16. E. coli were found among

the colifonns. Thus, the water in all the samples are to be graded

as unsatisfactory for ht~nanconsumption. The presence of Escherichia

coli indicates recent faecal pollution and the ~ter can hence be

detrimental to health if dn~nk.

It should be noted that samples were taken in the middle of the

dry season. Paecalpollution of the traditional water sources is

generally held to be more intense during the rainy season. There is,

then,reaaon to believe that the result of the analysis of our samples

are illustrative of the unimproved water sources in general in the

Wangi.ng’ombe area.
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Boiled water

T~ problem of faecal pollution of the drinjd.ng water could be
come

o’~er/if the water is boiled for 2~5minutes. Propagandafor boiled

water is an established feature in the health education programmesof

the Ministry of Health. Especially during the cholera in 1978 officials

at ~11 levels informed the villagers about the ath-ani~gesof boiled water.

The campaign was effective only as a lip service. People Imow

that they are exp.cted to an,swor ‘yes’ to the question whether they

boil water before drinking it. Consequently,when we, in the presence

of 0CM officials, asked peasants who showed us their source of water

whether they boil their water they answered in the affirmative. But

later on when a more relaxed a1~nosphereprevailed and the discussion

continued in Kibena (the local language) the villagers admitted that

they never boil water. They did not want to waste fire—wood on euoh

a thing,

There are two factors which militate against a real successof

the boil—water campaign. Fire—wood is a scaice resource. Women have

to fetch fire—wood from places as far away as the water—sources. It is

thus both time and energy consuming. The other factor is education.

People do not really know ~ water is safer when boiled.

Format for Fo..rther EV1~1uzLttonof the WEWSP

For the purpose of evaluation the water use pattern will be

divided into three parameters.

The first parameter is the time and energy øpent on the water

collection journey. The indicator of the parameter is the distance

from the house to the nearest standpipe of the V~1WSP. By comparing

this distance with the distances to traditional sourcesof water as

sbo~iin Chapter V it can be shown whether the WHWSP has been

instrwnental in reducing walking distances. The extent to which

unimproved sources still are in use should also be measured. Separate

assessmentsshould be made for the dry and the rainy seasonrespectively.
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The second parameter is the water use pattern proper, i,e, the

volume of water end distribution between various uses. Possible use

of water from unimproved sources should also be included.

The information can be obtained through household interviews and

checked by measurement at taps. The amount of water collected per

household should be translated into average per capita daily cons~ption.

Variances in the volume consumed and the distribution between various

uses among households should be analysed.

The third parameter is water quality. The indicator of the

parameter is the amount of coliforms including E. coli as well as

chemical pollution in the tap water. The data should be compared with

the data presented in thiz chapter. Bacteriological samples should

also be taken at unimproved water sources for further comparison.

Lastly, the project should be monitored with regard to its

capacity to fulfill the immediate aims — to supply the eater through

the pipeline system. The frequency and cause of breakdowns should be

recorded.

I
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Chapter 8: }~4ALTH

We will now turn the attention to the conditions of health in

Northern Njombe, The analysis will concentrate on the relationships

between the disease pattern, on the one hand, and water quality ~nd

water use on the other. The reason for choosing this approach is to

enable us to assess the potential benefits o~ir.iproved water supply to

health. Expressed more precisely; an analysis of diseases which directly

or indirectly are related to water is a necessaryprelude to the

discussion on the prospective impact of the W&iging’ombe North Water

Supply Projeet.

Classification of Water—RelatedDisease

As an introduction it will be necessary to describe the classifi-

cation of water—related diseaseswhich will be used here.

At a BRALUP conference on rural water supply held in Dar es Salaam

in 1971, David Bradley outlined a classification of water-related

diseasesadapted to tropical conditions. In Bradley’s scheme diseases

were categorized as water—borne, water—washed, water-based and water-.

related via insect vectors.1) This classification has subsequently

been elaborated by Bra4~yand Peachela.2) Here we will draw on

Feachem(1978) for a presentation of the classification.

Water—borne diseasesare infections and can be transmitted to

people when they drink water contaminated by pathogenic organisms.

The infective mechanism is faecal material which has accessto water

sources for b.~manconsumption. Well known examples are diarrboeal

diseasesand Cholera, But drin]dng water is not the sole transmission

medium, these diseasescan also be transmitted directly through the

faecal—oral or ano—oral route and are thus closely related to personal

hygiene.

Water—washed diseasesare infections caused by lack of water for

personal hygiene. An increased volume of water available for washingand cleaning will be instrumental in reducing the incidence of these

diseases, but the quality o±~water matters less since it is not being

drunk,

I
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Water—washed diseases include slzin infections such as Scabies andS~diasepsis eye infections such as Trachoma and infections transmitted

by fleas, lice, ticks andiiites.
But the faecal—oral infections mentioned above (diarrhoeal diseases

etc.) can theoretically, also be classified as water—washed since an

increased volume of water for personal and household hygiene can be

instrumental in their reduction, However, for practical reasons it

has been suggested that the tern water—washed should be reserved for

the skin and eye infections and the diseaseswhich are associated with

infestations of fleas, lice, ticks or mites.~~ Consequently the

infections which theoretically can be both water-borne and water—washed

will here be called faecal—oral infections

.

Water—based diseases are worn infections. The infective pathogen spends

part of its life cycle in water parasiting on an aquatic host. When

man’s body comes into contact with water the parasite worms can

penetrate the sld.n and enter the body. The best known water—basedis

Schistosomiasis. The Schistosomiasisworn is dependent on fresh—water

snails as internediate hosts. These snails live in ponds and slowly

flowing waters. T1~e~orns penetrate human sldn and settle in the

blood vessels arvund the bladder (s, haeniatobiuIa)or in the intestines

(s. mansonji). It is their eggs which produce the infection.

Insect vectors breeding in water or living near water form the

fourth category in this classification. The most con~ondisease is

Malaria which is transmitted to man by mosquitoes breeding in small

water ponds.

Pollowing Peachem’s revision ol’ Bradley’s classification we

will now list and categorize the various water—related diseaseswhich

are prevalent in Northern Njombe.
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Table 3:1 Water—related diseases in Northern Njombe

Category Diseases

i;
:

Paecal—oral .Anoebic dysentery
Ascarleasic

(water-borne or water—washed) Bacillary dysentery

Cholera
Diarrhoeal disease
Gastroenteritis
Heptatitis (infections)
Typhoid

:
Water—washed Infectious sid.n disease

Infectious eye disease

Water—based Schistosomiasis

Water-related insect vectors Malaria

-~

Bearing this classification in mind we will now turn, to a

presentation of the disease pattern in Northern Njonbe. Before

presenting the data, a few words on the source material must be said1

The Source Material

For the analysis of the disease pattern we have relied on

records from the six dispensaries in the Wanging’ombe area, the Health

Centre in Makambako and the Lutheran Hospital in Ilenbula. The diaguosis

and recording of patients have been made by the local health officers

and sent to the District Hospital in ICibena, Njombe. Concerning the

records the following shortcomings should be observed:

Firstly, the records show only “the tip of the iceberg.” A

large nunber of diseasesgo untreated in the villages, Especially

Schistosomiasis, Diarrhoeal diseaseand child malnutrition are considered

to be under—reported.

Secondly, the reoords are not complete. We were unable to

obtain figures for two months in one dispensary and for four months (1977)

in another. It has then not been possible to get the full picture of

the seasonal variations of various diseases. We have therefore chosen

to base the analysis of seasonal vations of Malaria, Gastoenteritis and

&dn diseases on records fran three dispensaries only.

-- —
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Thirdly, the diagnosis given at the dispensaries is not always

accurate, diagnostic and staff training being inadequate. In partcular

it is believed that among the cases reported as Malaria in the dispensary

records, there are many diseases which have been misdiagnosed. Moreover

it has been impossible to include general categories such as “all otber

infective and parasitic disease” in the analysis.

Fourthly, repeated visits by the same patient for the same illness

are recorded as separate caseswhich means that the records are

somewhat inflated.

Pifthly, the analysis covers only the year 1977. It is possible

that the emerging disease pattern would have been somewhat different

if several year& records had been included.

The cumulative effect of these shortcomings on validity and

reliability would indeed disqualify the data material for a scientific

analysis. However, in the absenseof alternatives we have decided to

make use of the infornation obtained. But it should be kept in mind

that the analysis is illustrative rather than exact.

The Main Diseases

The total number of cases reported at the six dispensaries in

the project area in 1977 was 52,456. Their distribution is presented

in table 8;2 while in table 8~3 the diseases have been aggregated in

accordance with the classification of water—related diseases.
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~b1e 8: 2Suminary of Monthly Reports from 6 Dispensaries

in Northern Njoinbe, 1977

Disease No. of patients treated

INPECTIVE

Pulmonary tuberculosis: I 24

Influenza 982

Leprosy 76

Whooping cough 668

Measles 1,118

Tetanus 1

Smallpox 1

Ohickenpox 312

Malaria 12,514

Gonorrhoea 546

Syphilis 313

Other v~a.diseases 61

Sch.istosomiasis (niansonii) 958

Hookwox~ 185

Ascariasis 283

Thread worn 92

Tape worn 338

All other infective and parasit~.c
diseases 2,121

NUTRIT IONAL DISEASES

Kwashiorkor/rnarasmus 222

Other protein deficiencies 279

Other nutritional diseases 313

DISEASES OP BLOOD AND BLOOD
FO1R~NGORGANS

Anemiasis 186

DISEASES OP THE NURVOUS SYSTEM
AND SENSORYOR(~LNS

Inflamatory of the eye 2,882

Other eye diseases 1,260

Diseases of the ear 1,872

Diseases of the nervous system 354

Other diseases of sensory organs 77

(continued next page)
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Table 8:2 (Continued)

No, of patients
__________________________________________ treated

DISEASES OP THE RESPIRA~ORY -

SYSTEM

Upper reap. infect./tonsilliti. 2,415
sore throat

Bronchitie 3,994

Pneumonia 1,514

Asthma 279

Other dis, of the reap, system t 4,113

DISEASES OF THE DIGESTIVE SYST~

Typhoid 357

Dysentery (bas. & azab.) 572

Gastro—enteritie & diarrhoeal diseaces 4,439

Diseasesof teeth and g~ 939

Gastritis & Duodentis 309

Instestinal obstr. & hernia 20

Other dis. of the digestive system 4,338

DISEASES OP THE GENITO —

UI?.ThIARY SYS9IEIiI

Hydrocele 13

Cystitis and disorders of micturition 78

Orchitis & epidiftymitis 46

Other dis. of genito & urinary system 36

DISEASES OF S~N

Diseases of the skin and subellotaneous 1 756

tissue

- Total 52,456

Source: Monthly reports from Mdandu, P&.engawanu, Luduga,VJanging’ombe, Saja and Kijombe dispensaries,

Jenuary—Deceruber 1977.N.B. The following monthly records are missing; Mdandu: May, June;
Palangawanu:March, May, July, August; Kijombe: March.

I
I
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Table 8:3 Relative Inportance of Water-Related Diseases

in Six Dispensaries in Northern Njombe, 1977

4—~
Category No. of cases

—1
Percent

Faecal—oral
infections*) 5,631 11%

Water—washed diseases~)
4,631 9%

Water—baseddiseaes*~) 958 2%

Water-related insect
vector diseases **~)

12 514

‘
24~’

~

All other diseases
28,722

54%

TOTA.L — 52,456 10Q%

Source: Monthly reports from Kdandu, Palangawanu,Luduga,
Wanging’onbe, Saja and Kijoube dispensaries, 1977.

I

— Typboid, Dysentery (bacinary and amoebic),
Gastro—enteritis & diarrhoeal diseases, .Aseariasis.

— Diseasesof the skin and subcutaneous tissue,

inlamatory of the eye.

— Sch.istosoaiasis.

— Malaria.

The importance of the various water—related diseases stands out
clearly. Together they amount to 46% of all diseases reported in the
dispensaries. Malaria stands out as the single most important disease
one patient out of every four suffered from Malaria. Although there is
no reason to doubt that Malaria is extremely common, the figure in the
table nay be an over—rating due to the tendency among dispensary staff
to diagnose and treat fevers as Malaria.

Schistosoi~iasison the other hand is obviously underreported.

Njonbe district is one of’ the places in Tanzania where both S. haematobiun

and S. nansonii are reported to be prevalent. One reason why Schistoso4i..

asia appears so seldom in dispenaaryrecords is that people feel ashamed

to talk about the overt symptom; blood in the urine. Another reason is

-that the medical staff sometimes do not bother to record cases of Scb&sto—

sorniasis because they have rio medicine to cure it with anyway. Therefore

it is mostly people viho suffer from Schistosomiasis in an advanced stage

who are treated and they are referred to hospitals or rural health centres.
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“Gastroen teritis and other diarrhoeal diseases” occupy second

rank in the dispensary records. But other faecal—oral diseasessuch

as infective hepatitis,Anoebiasis and ~rphoid are reported only as

stray cases. The reason for this is that these diseasesusually are

referred directly to the Rural Health Centre in Makambakoand to

Ilembula Hospital. An examination of the records at these health

institutions reveal~the importance of the more severe faecal—oral

diseases.

Table 8:4 MakambakoRural Health Centre; Monthly Reports

of Patients’Attendance;April~j~l1ay,~Juneand

Diseases No. of patients treated

Conjunctivitis 3,279

Dysentery 3,633

Other Diarrhoeal 846

Gastrocenteritis

Pulmonary TE

3,007

22

Whooping Cough 61

Measles
391 i

Infective Hepatitis 1,255

Clinical Malaria 39730

I Syphilis 202

Gonorrea
1,278

Schistomiasis 8,346 1
Anclostom.iasis 4,418

Lympogranulanis i 721

Septic Ulcer 1,837

Pneumonia & Bronchitis 4,554

Scabies

Carbuncles

r

I
314

1,250

Malnutition 613

—1

TOTAL 39,787

July 1978

(Source: MakambakoRural Health Centre)
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Table 8:5 Relative Importance of Water-Related Diseases

in MakambakoRural Health Centre, April, MaX, June

and July, 1978

Category No. of eaoes Percent

Paeca~L_oral*)
infections

I8,741 22%
~

I Wate~washed
infections ~“ i%

Water—based~

i.nfections
8,346 21%

Water—related
insect vector diseases ~*~)

3,730 9%

All other diseases
18,626 47%

TOTAl 39,787 L__ioo%

Source: MakembakoRural Health Centre.

*) Dysentery, Other diarrhoeal diseases, Gastroenteritis,
Infective hepatitis,

**) Scabies.

.~-w~c-) Schistosomiasis.

xxxx) Clinical malaria,

Altogether the water—relateddiseasesmake up 53% of the treated
cases, and Schistosomiasisis the single most important disease

constituting 21% of all cases,

The reoords from Ilembula hospital also show high incidence~’of

Typhoid and Infective hepatitis.
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Table 8~6 Commimicable DiseasesRecordedat Ilembula

Hospital9 1977

II Disease
~

I~o. of patients
treated

Typhoid 181

Bac, Dysentery 36

Amoebiasis 2

Pulmunary ~ 229

Other :EB 30

Anthrax 4

Whooping Cough 12

Leprosy 4

Measles 643

Infective Hepatitis 458

Chicken Pox 7

Malaria 1,495

Relapsing Fever 10

IHookworni 175

TricohomenaInf. 20 I
SchistosomiasisHeam, ‘ 52

SchistosomiasiaMansonii

,TOTAL

9

‘ 3,367 —

(Source: Ilenthula Lutheran Hospital, Annual Report, 1977)

Table 8;7 Relative Importance of Water-Related Diseases

Among Con:ununicableDiseasesRecordedat Ilembula Hospital, 1977

Category
I_

No. of cases ~ Percent

~Paecal—or~l iniections*)
~Water~washed diseases

677 20%
— —

‘Water—baseddiseases~)
‘Water—related inseqt vector
~diseases ~

61
t1~,495

2~
-

44%

,‘ All other diseases

TOTA.L

- 1~134

1 3,367

4%

100%

(Source: Ilembula Lutheran Hospital, Annual Report, 1977

*) Typhoid, Baciflary Dysentery, Amoebiasis, Infective Hepatitis

~) Schistosomiasis(beam, and mansonil)

~*X-) Malaria.
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Although no far—reaching conclusions can be drawn from these data,

it is obvious that the water—relateddiseaseshave an important share

in the local diseasepattern. And indeed their occurrenceia so high

that invesliaents in a clean water supply project appearsjustifiable.

However, it would be unrealistic to think that a conventional water

supply schemewould have any direct impact on the incidences of Malaria

and SchIstosomiasis. On the other hand, it would be core realistic to

expect an impact on the faecal—oral and water—washedinfections, But

the realization of this potential puts demandson the technical desi~i

of the project. The implications for technical desi~awill be

discussedin the concluding remarks of the report.

Geographi.cal variances

We will now analyse the dispensary records with reference to the

geographicaldifferences which are found within Northern Njoinbe, The

TANZAM highway can then serve as a rough delimitation line. The area

South of the highway receives relatively more rainfall and has a

higher altitude, while the area to the North of the line receives less

rain and is lower, hence it is wanner and drier. For this purpose

we will divide the dispensariesin two groups,: Luduga, Mdandu and

Palangawanubeing located Southct’ the railway and Saja, Kijombe and

Wanging’ombe being North o±the highway.

Table 8:8

Area L % of ci.l]. recorded diseases -_________

charac— Dispensary Malaria Ifectious infectious ~ Paeeal—oral
teristics skin disease~ eye disease infections

—I- —-1•
higher
altitude MdanduI

I
more rain Palangawanu
cooler ‘ Luduga

L~
—

—I

ii% 6% 6%I
I I
I

18% — I ~%
23% ‘ — 1 7%

—— — 1
I — —•--

ii%

12%
9%

—

altitude Vfanging’ombe 28% 5~ I0 i 7%
less rain
wanner Kijombe 26% 5% —

I

Saja 26% 6% 6% 9%

(Source: Dispensary records, 1977).

- -
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The relative importance of the faecal—oral diseasesis strikingly

unifoim throughout the area. The same could be said of the water—washed

diseases,were it not for the extremely low numberof incidences of sId.n

diseases in two dispensariesand eye disease in one dispensary.

The only diseasewhich shows a marked geographicalvariation is

Malaria. The relatively low incidence of Malaria in Mdandu dispensary

could be attributed to the general elevation of Mdandu area. Mdandu

division is located in the southernmost part of Northern Njombe on the

verge ofthe highlands. The altitude is 1,800 — 1,600 meters, while

Wanging’ombe Kijombe and Saja lie at altitudes between 1,450 and

1,200 meters.

Seasonality analysis

We have also made an attempt to analyse bow the various waters~

related diseasesare distributed between the wet and dry season

respectively. Rainfall data show that the wettest months (1977) were

Decemberto March with some rains also falling during the last weeks

of November wad the first weeks of April. Only the dispensaries

North of the highway (wanging’ombe, Kijombe, Saja) have been included

in the analysis because we lack data for critical months from the other

dispensaries.

Malaria: It is to be expected that there should be a positive correlation

betweenhigh incidences of Malaria and wet climatic conditions. In

figure 8:1 the monthly records of Malaria casesreported are shown

together with rainfall records.

A correlation betweenthe wet months and high Malaria incidences

can be established. The peak for Malaria starts in January about a

month after the onset of the mm, The peak—periodlasts until May

with an absolute maximum in April. This period coincides with the

rainy season during which there is plenty of water in streams, ditches

and ponds providing favourable breeding conditions for the mosquito

vector. About one month after the cessationof the rains the soil

dries up leaving few breeding places for mosquitoes. This situation

is reflected in the Malaria curve, which plummets in June and stays

low throughout the dry season.
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The figure eTnows a giant peak in December after which the curve

stabilizes with a slight downward tendency durin~the dry months.

Health officers in Iring~ region attributed the Decemberpeak to

accumulateü—faecal material which is flushed by the heavy rains into

strewns and sprinzs utilized by villagers fardonestic purposes. This

hypothesis has been challenged by Feachemet a!T~. in their studies of

water—relateddiseasesin Leahoto,~ These authors forward some alternative

hypothesis, inter alia that the village environment becomessi~i.ificantly

less hygienic durins the wet months. A moist and relatively warn climate,

muddy soil, puddles of’ water around the housescreate favourable conditions

for the survival of pathogensand higher risks of infection comparedto

the dry aid relatively cool stfler months.

- -

I -04-

Gaatro—enteritis and other diarhoeal diseases: The seasonalityof

these diseases is shown in figure 8:2.

MONTHLY INCIDENCE OF GRSTROEI4TEKITIS AND
OThER DJARRHOREAL DISEASES REPORTED AT
SAJA. WANGIN~GOMBEAND K1JOMBE DISPENSARIES

Months
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This hypothesis is certainly worth exploring, but it does not

explain the curve in figure 0 2 where Decemberalone is the high peak.

Human andEconomic Consequences

It is of importance to state in general terms the effects of the

water—relateddiseaseson human life. The diseasesmentionedin this

chapter have, as a rule, fatal consequences only when they affect

children. But adults suffering from diarrhoeal diseases, Schistosomiasis

and/or Malaria do survive • While Diarrhoeal and Malaria bring about

recurrent acute attacks Schistosomiasis can effect a gradual impairement

of the general condition of health. The misery felt by each affected
~a

person defJ attempts at measurement.

On the other hand, the effects of these diseaseson the productivity

of agricultural labour can easily be understood. The months of high

incidences of Malaria coincide in time with the peak seasonfor

agricultural work; i.e. cultivation (December, January) and weeding

(February, March). The high incidences of G-astroenteritis and diarrhoeal

diseases in Decemberreinforces the trend. We have to conclude that

people are at their weakestharrassedby both Malaria and intestinal

infections — during the period when the most drudgery of agricultural

operations, cultivation of the soil, has to be undertaken. These

facts should be kept in mind when one tries to analyse the reasons for

the low agricultural productivity in NorthenaNjombe.

Moreover from an agricultural and nutritional point of view it

can be noted that the diarrhoeal diseasesaccount for a certain

“post—harvestloss.’~ The food crops consumedcannot be kept but are

forced out of the body before the nutrients have been digested.

Format of Btrther Evaluation of the WNWSP

For the purposeof evaluation, changesin the health situation for

the people living in the villages to be servedby the water project will

have to be assessed. The health conditions can be operationalized as

the incidence of oertain diseases. It is proposed that the evaluation

should concentrateon the diseaseswhich are imown to have a direct

relation to water use. These include:—

r ~
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* faecal-.oral diseases; — Cholera
— Typhoid
— Bacillary Dysentery
— Amoebic Dysentrey
— Diarrhoea]. diseases
— Ga~troenteritis
— Infectious hepatitis

* water—washeddiseases; — Trachoma
— Louseborne Typhus
— Yaws
— Tinea
— Scabies
— Inflairmiatory eye disease
— Infectious skin disease

* water-based diseases; — Schistosomiasis

* water-basedineect
vector diseases; — Malaria

Reducedincidence in these diseasesshould be taken as indicators

of a positive change in the health conditions.

Dispensary records will serve as baseline data for the measurement

of changesin these indicators of the health conditions, It is

suggestedthat monthly records should be collected from 1975 onwards.

The records are kept at the Kibena district hospital in Njombe.

The data should be treated with caution. Referenceis made to the

shortcomingsmentioned in this chapter. Additional methodological

problems are improved by the time factor, If the evaluation is

conducted in 1903 then the time will be eight years.

The first problem concerns the total number of attendancies. It is

possible that the attendancieswill increase considerably over the eight

year span due to a better awarenessof diseasesamongthe population

and better confidence in the dispensaries. It is however also possible

that the total number of attendancies remain more or less constant or

even decrease. A failure of the rather newly established dispensaries

to treat patients successfully may lead to reduced confidence in the

dispensaries and hence lower attendancies. It should be remembered

that there are a number of traditional doctors operating in Northern

Njombe, some of which have a formidable reputation.
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The second problem concerns diagnostic skills. In 1978 the

diagnostic facilities were rudimentary at the dispensaries. If facili-

ties are improved and staff skills increasedthe diseasepattern may be

documentedin much greater detail than at present.

One could ask what ii realistic to expect of the YIIJYISP in terms of

reduction of water—related diseases#/t is not far—fetched to expect

that the impact of the project in itelf will be marginal. The impact

on water—related insect vector diseases (Schistosomiasis)will be

insignificant as long as people continue to bath and wash clothes at

unimprovedwater sources, The impact of faecal—oral diseaseswill be

limited as long as the general standard of hygiene in the villages

continue to be low, The impact on water—washed diseases, on the other

hand, could be significant provided that the women can fetch much water

without difficulty. In summary it can be contended that the WNWSPcan

have a positive influence on the health situation only if it is

supported by other programmes, notably an environmental sanitation

programme.

Lastly, it should be observed that future changesin the prevalence

of water—relateddiseaseswill not necessarily be attributable to the

Wanging’ombeNorth Water Supply Project. The evaluation should be

open for other possible independentvariables.

L Considering the nature of the various water related diseases.

- F~Y
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Chapter 9: CUILD I’WTRITION

In a predominantly subsistence faming area, the local agricultural

and livestock production forms the basis of the family’s food intake

and thereby the nutritional status of the members. In the Wanging’oxnbe

area tbe bulk of the food consumedis of vegetable origin while livestock

products form a minor but important part. Maize is the most important

protein oource while beans, cow—peas,pigeon—peasand groundnutsgive

valuable additional protein. The above mentioned crops togetharwith

cassavaand sweet potatoes supply the calories. Although livestock

density is high in the area, the protein intake/in the form of meat and

milk is low.

Village butcheries s~e important for meat consumption. In those

villages where butoheries have been set up, it is possible for

householdsto buy small amountsof meat once or several times a week

for a few ~hillings. Thus meat can be consumedregularly. On the

other band in those villages where there is no butchery meat consumption

is highly irregular. It is consumedonly at exceptional occassions.

Unfortunately, there are butcheries only in 7 of the 42 villages in

the area.

In order to explore the nutritional situation in the Wanging’ombe

area, the TanzanianFood and Nutrition Centre (T~o)was approached by

BEALtJP in early 1978. It was agreed that TFMC should carry out a

nutrition survey in selected villages in the Wanging’ombearea. The

survey was conducted by a TP~Cteam in August 1978 and it covered the

foUowtr~ villages; Igwachanya, Luduga, Lyamlu]cL, Uhenga and B~awano.

The target group was children under five years of age.1) In 1977 a

similar nutrition survey covering i.a. Luduga and Saja was conducted

by Oddvar Ja~obsen.2) The T~Cteam could thus to some extent compare

its findings with the findings from the Jacobsen study. Both the 1978

T~WCstudy and the 1977 study by Jacobsencan be regarded as baseline

data for the evaluation of the WNWSP. Since both studies have been

published there is no need to reproduce their findings in detail in

this report. Only the main findings and conclusions will be summarized

below.

~-~~‘--~ ~ ~
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The T~TCSurvey

Methods:

Pive villages were taken as a representative sampleof the villages

in the areaunder investigation. These were L.yamluki, Uhenga, Luduga,

Igwachanyaend Banawano.

Lyamluki. and tflienga villages are situated in the arid Northern

zone; Igwacha�iyaand Banawanovillages are situated on the verge of

the Njombe mountai.ns, while Luduga lies in between.

During the survey the villagers were asked to bring all the

children from one year to five years of age for the examination. This

is the age group that is usually most severely affected by protein —

energymalnutrition. The actual range of the children brought were

S — 72 monthe and all these were included in the calculations.

It was not possible to ensure that all the children in the selected
t~e

age groups in the five villages were exazn~ned.On/basis of the number

of householdsin the villages, and the assumption that there is on

average one child between 1 and 5 years in each household, the

attendance was: Lyamlu)d. 85%, Uhenga 62%, Luduga 71%, Igwachanya 19%,

and Banawano 56%. The low attenda~oe in Igwachanyawas because the

survey happenedto coincide with another village project, which made

it impossible for most of the mothers to attend the survey.

The mothers with their children went through five stations. In the

first station the mother and children were registered and basic

demographic data on the family were recorded. In the secondstation

the mothers were interviewed about the family’s food habits. In the

third station anthropometric measurements (weight, height, middle upper

aim circumference) were taken and clinical signs of diaeaseswere

observed. In the fourth station urine and stool sampleswere collected

and in the fifth station blood analysis(anemia)wasundertaken.
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Calculations:

For each village the children were divided into age groups. For
kiow

the younger children the mothers usually/their exact age in months, but

for the older children a131y the approximate age in years were given.

The age groups were selected to correspond to 1, 2,3,4, and 5 years of

age. The 1 year age group thus included correspondedto the approid.mate

age in years given by the parents. A few six—year—old children were

referred to age—group“5.”

The weight measurnentswere evaluated in comparison to the standard

weight for age (Harvard) given by Jelliffc.~~ Two groupswere identified:

1 • Those below ao% of standardweight for age (ueuafly referred to

as “underweight”).

2. Those below 60% of standard weight for age (referred to as

“severe underweight” or “marasmic”).

The w.ight measurementswere evaluated in comparisonto the same

international standard. The children below 90% of standard height for

age were identified.

For the middle upper arm circumference the children were

classified as either “nonnal” (above 13.5 an), “moderate undernutrition”

(13.5 — 12 cm), or “severe undernutrition” (below 12 cm).

For all the anthropemetricmeasurementsabove, the numberof
chilCxcn in each catcgory was calculated as percent of the total number

of children in each age group in sample.

The child mortality in the families being interviewed was

calculated as the numberof children that had died as per cent of the

total number of children born to the mothers.

The Tallquist method for determination of blood haemoglobinwas

employed. This method is very convenientunder field conditions but

the accuracy is low. In order to avoid erraneously high estimates

of anemia only those subjects with very low haemoglobin levels (40% or

below) were classified as anemic. The number of anemic children as well

as those showing other deficiency disease symptoms and parasite infesta-

tions was then calculated as percent of all children in eachvillage.

- ~ - - ~-
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In the dietary evaluation the number of cbildren in each age group

that was still being breast—fed was calculated as per cent of the total

numberof children in the age group.

The other food items given to the children were then listed, and

the total number of times that each of these were given to the

children in each age group was calculated, and then divided by the total

numberof children. For each food item we thus obtained a figure

indicating the averagenumberof times that this food was given to the

children in this age group.

P~ESIJLTS

Anthropometri c measurements

Table 9:1 summarizesall the anthropometric measurements obtained

in the five villages. ThB total number of children is fairly equally

distributed between the five age groups selected.

Table 9:1 Anthropometric Data from the five Villages

Age/Year 1 Year !2 Years ~3Years 4 Years 5 Years Averoge

I Number of Children 154 193 169 197 212 (925)

Weight/Age L 80 — 60%

~
Weight/Age ~ 60 %

-~

46%

3%

I
60% 61% ‘ s4%

I—
4% i% 2%

46%

2%

—_______
53%

i

2%
L

Weight / 90 %
-

MtJAC L 13.5 cm.

4
42% 1 60% 57%

I
42% 26%, ii%

69%

9%

42%
f- -~

7%

~______

54%

19%

(Source: T~TCsurvey of Lyamluki, Uhenga, Luduga, Ig~chanyaand
Banawanu,1978)

For the whole area (all

underweight children ( ~
at the age of 2 to 3 years.

children ( ~ 60% of standard

five villages) the averageproportion of

of standardwt/age) was 56%, with a peak

The averagenumber of severely underweight

wt/age) was 2%.

The averageproportion of “stunted” children ( L 90% of standard

wt/age) was 54%,the highest prevalencewas found in the four—year old

children.
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The average proportion of children with a middle upper arm

circumference (Mu-Ac) of less than 13.5 cm centimeterswas 19%, and here

the highest proportion is found in the lowest age group.

The proportion of underweight children is highest in Igwachanya

(68%) and Luduga(63%)villages, while Banawanuvillage has the lowest

figure (46%).

The proportion of stunted children did not vary much between the

villages (53_59%). Igwachanyavillage had by far the highest rate of

children with a Mu-AC below 13.5 corn centimeters (28%), and Uhenga, the

lowest rate (8%).

There were some minor differences betweenthe villages with regard

to the distribution between the age groups for some of the anthropetric

measurements, but the number of children in each individual case is

too small to make these differences significant.

Anemia: The percentageof children with severe anemia was very high

in Lyainluki village (14%). Also in Uhengaand Igwachanyavillages the

prevalence of anemiawas high.

Diarrhoea: Except for Lyamluki village there were not many caseswith

diarrhoea reported.

Hook—worm infestation: The stool exazn.ina±ions revealed a small

percentageof hook — worm infestations generally. Other intestinal

parasites were not observedexcept for one cases of Taenia.

Schistosoirilasis: The presenceof Schiatosoinahoematobiuinov~in the

urines of the examined children was particularly high in Uhenga

village.Both Hook—worm and Schistosomainfestations were mainly found

in the older children.

Spleen enlargement: Most of the caseswere found in Uhengavillages.

Eye diseases: Various fonas of eye diseases (mainly conjuctival infections)

were very common in all villages.

Scabies: This problem was mainly found in Lyamluki and lJhengavillages.
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Oedema: Most of the caseswore found in Ludu~village, The total

number of children with si~s of severe p~ (Oedeina + severe underweight)

is quite si~aificant in all villages.

Other symptoms: — Among other symptoms which were observed but

not systematically reported were jiggers (Tunga penetrants) which were

very common particularly in Igwachanyaand Banawanuvillages.

An attempt to summarize the main findings from the description

above is made in table 9:2.

Table 9:2 Incidence of Various Diseases among Children in

Five villages

(Source: T~TCWanging’ombe Su.rvey)

Child mortality

The number of children that had died in the families of the mothers

interviewed was 12 — 20% in the villages studied as shown in the table

below:

Table ~9~3~Child Mortality: percentageof Total Number of

Children Born to Mothers

(Source: TFNC Nutrition Survey of
Luduga, IgwachanyaandBaziawano,

Lyamlui, Uhenga,
1978)

Area charac-
teristics

VilluCe
Anemia Diarrhoea

Incidence of diseasesamong samDled children
Hookf Schisto—
worr9 somiasis

!

Spleen ~E~aeI Scabies Qedema
enlarge.fdisef
ment Ia.se~ -

.t—
I I

lower I

altitude 1Lyamlu]d high high~
1e~rain IJhenga high Iwarmer

—

I

high
—

i highi high
r I

high ~hig1 high
I-

higher
altitude

more rain
cooler

Luduga

Banawanu

Igwachanyahigh ~bigh~ I______
~3igh

,Village Percentage

Lyamlui~ 19%

Uhenga 20%

Luduga 12%

Igwachanya 15%

Banawano 18%
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Child feeding practices

The child feeding practices are very similar in all five villages.

The main features of the diet can be suuunarizedas follows.

Breast feeding: All children seem to be breast—fedat least up to

one and a half years of age.

Maize is the rnai.n staple in the area. It is normally eaten as

~ugalitI together with ttmboga.II In many f~ilies maize gruel “uji)’ is

taken as a morning meal. “uji” is sometimes given as a special meal

to the small children. Rice, potatoes (sweet and Irish) and cooking

bananasare also used as staples.

The number of times per day that staple foods are consumed,

indicate the numberof meals taken, and this is about three times for

practicallyI~è groups in all villages studied.

The most common protein—rich supplement in the diet is beans in

all the villages. In Luduga village the consumptionof meat is also

high. Another important protein source is groundnuts. On average,

protein—rich foods are included in the diet about twice daily, with

Ludugavillage showing a slightly higher intake.

Vegetables and fruits are eaten 2 — 3 times per day (here Luduga

village has slightly lower values). The main vegetables eaten are

tomatoesand onions. Green leafy vegetables, particularly bean and

puznpld.n leaves, are eaten fairly often.

Sugar—caneand groundnutsare frequently given as snacks between

the meals. Pood~rich in fat are consumed about once daily on ~

average,

Discussion

In the guidelines for the village survey methodology employed in

the present study,~~the following criteria ~re proposed to be

indicative of a poor nutritional status in the comraunity~
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1 • The numberof marasmic children (severely underweight) plus those

with oedeina is greater than 2%.

2. The number of children with severe anemia is greater than 5%

3. The number of children underweight is greater than 20%

4, The numberof dead children is 20% or more of children born to

mothers.

In fact, most of these criteria apply to most of our villages.

Bearing in mind, that the causesof these conditions are not exclusively

nutritional the results thus inã.jcate that the nutritional situation

in the villages investigated is poor.

It is particularly the weight for age (criteria number three above)

of tho children that is far below standard. More tI~nhalf of the

children examined had weights below 80% of the international standard.

It con of course be queationed whether or not the international

~tandards are applicable to the population studied here. In the

absenceof local standards, the international standardshave normally

been found to be valid approximationsand they can still constitute a

yardstick for comparing the results of surveys conductedat different

times, which is one of the major objectives of this survey.

Despite the very high weight for age deficit the survey team

reported that there were not many children with clearly observable

symptoms of malnutrition. The reason is probably that the children

did not only have a low weight for age, but a Low height for age as

well. This means that they may have a normal weight for height

although ‘their body stature is shorter than normal, This “stuntin~’

is usually taken as an indicator of past periods of malnutrition.5”

Here It should be remei~beredthat in the year 1976/77 the rainfall

was below normal and subsequentlya very poor harvest was obtained in

the area investigated. One of the villages included in the present

survey (Luduga) was also surveyedby Jakobsenin May 19776)

The proportion of underweight children in the age groups “1 and “1+2”

then found was 39% and 46%. The correspor~ding figures in the TFNC

survey was 42% and 61% rejectively.
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Although the survey procedureswere not exactly the same on these

two occasions, it thus seems tat the nutritional situation had

deteriorated betweenMay 1977 and August, 1978, particularly if the

children up to 21 years of age are included in the comparison. Also

other villages surveyed in the Wanging’ombearea during 1975 and 1977~

had a proportion of under—weight children that was lower than our

re~s3. ~ from the present survey.

The child mortality data are also indicative of a poor nutritional

status in the are~althoughin this case also infectious di eeases,

Malaria, etc. are important contributory factors. According to the

nothers, Measleswas a major causeof deatht1iheir children.

It should be noted that the mveragenumber of children born to

eachmother was somewhatlower, 4, compared to e.g. 5.5 and 7 found in

two earlier surveys conductedby TFN.C.8)

It seamsthat at the time of the survey (P~uguet)the situation in

the villages was better than normal in two important aspects. Firstly,

foods slnuld be in good supplies, beoause it is just after the

harvesting season which is June • July
0 This may be the reason why

the numberof acutely malnourished children was low. Secondly,

according to the dispensary records the incidence is low in August

for a number of the most common diseasesin the area such as Malaria

and Diarrhoeal diseases.

Most of the clinical symptoms reported here are related to the

hygienic standard of the villages and in particular to their water

supply. Clinical symptoms are difficult to classify and quantify,

and also our method for anemia is inaccurate and some of the casesof

parasitic infestations may have been over—looked9 Still ~owever, it

seems that the villages in the arid zone have more problems related to

poor water supply e.g. scabies, schistosomiasis(uhenga), and diarrhoea

(Lyamuluki). These villages also seem to have a higher prevalence of

anemia. This may be due to Malaria which is more common in the arid

zone (lower altitude). The data did not suggestany clear relationship

betweenanemia and hook—worm i.nfestation.
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In general, the diet in all of the villages seemsto be well

balanced. The basic staples (mainly maize) are providing most of the

energy and the proteins. In addition energy—rich supplements (on,

groundnuts, etc) and protein—rich supplements(beans, meat, eto) are

given to the children.

The vegetablesand fruits stated by the mothers should provide

the necessary vitamin and mineral supplementsif given in sufficient

amounts (the presentmethod for dietary evaluation does not give

quantitative data).

The results of the dietary evaluation does not seem to agree with

the poor nutritional status found in the villages, and also with other

information, e.g. that meat is rarely eaten.

Once again, however, it should be stated that the availability of

foods in the village was high at the time of the survey. The diet

evaluation can anyway be taken as an indication that the mothers Imow

the principles of a balanced diet although they may not be able to

follow these principles in practice, especially not during the

agricultural peak periods.

Breast—feeding seems to cwitinue up to 2* years of age, which is

advantageousbecausethe breast milk both gives a nutrient—rich supple-

ment and protection against infections. Another good practice observed

is that practically everybody seemsto feed their children three proper

meals per day. However, there is very little difference in the dietary

pattern in the smallest age groups and that of the older children except

that ‘uji’ is somewhatmore common for the youngest children. This

me~sthat to a very small extent any special weaning food are prepared

for the children in the critical agesI to 2* years. The possibilities

of increasing the numberof supplementaryfeedings in this age group

should be investigated.

The Jakobsenstudy

In 1977 Oddvar Jakobsenconducted a nutrition survey in Ujombe

district. Among the villages surveyed five were situated within theWanging’ombearea (Saja, Kijombe, Palangawanu,Uhambule and Luduga).

I
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Jakobsenfocused on child weight in relation to their age as en indicator

of the nutrition status. The findings of the survey are have been

commentedin detail in a BRAITJP report,~~and some of them have been

commentedon in the TMW survey. 1kw there is no need of reproducing

Jakobsen’s findings in this report. It is suggested that the methods

employed and the villages selected both by Jakobsen and by TPNC should

be considered in the future evaluation of the water project. Here we

will concentrate on some general remarks on nutrition in Northern

Njombe which have been brought up by Jakobsen.

Johnsonhas pointed out that rialnutrition (especially child

malnutrition) is a very severe problem throughout Tanzania. Each year

some 120,000 children below five years of age die in the country and

in some 50~of the cases malnourisimient or undernourishment is the

indirect cause of death. An estimated 600,000 children below five

in Tanzania are under or malnourished.10) Only in a few places is

there an acute lack of cultivable land. Generally in Tanzania (and

in Njombe) there is still land which can be put under the plough or

hoe. Hence, as bothjofla5aaandJakobsenhave emphasized,malnutrition

is not a direct effect of lack of agricultural resources but rather a

socio—economic problem.1 1)

In Northern Njombe both agncultural production and consumption

takes place within the framework of individual peasanthouseholds.

The family economy thus holds the clue to the supply of food. As long

as the agricultural production is entirely SQb*iOtalcS oriented, a

nutritionally well balanced diet is usually obtained (except when crop

failures cauaehavoc) for the family. With the introduction of cash—

crops the situation changes.

0~a,ercialization of agricultural production means that land is

set aside for the production of crops which are sold for cash.

This means that there is less family labour available for cultivation

of food crops.
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The introduction and official encouragementof tobacco (and to some

sunflower) in Northern Njombe has, according to Jakobsen, had the effect

of impairing child nutrition. When correlating the proportion of

underweight children with the families’ involvement in cash—cropping,

he found an U—shapedrelation betweenthe conmienialization of agricul-

ture and nutritional status. The poor subsistencefarmcrs had a lower

proportion of underweight children than their casiscroppingneighbours.12)

The nutritional status of children improved only when family cash

incomesare very much increased, i.e. among traders, shopkeepersmid

governmentofficials. This finding can be explained along the following

lines. As long as the peasantfamily is almost exclusively engagedin

food production for its own subsistencea great variety of crops are

grown and a balanced diet can be upheld. In Northern Njombe cash—cropping

means tobacco—growing. The cult�vation of tobacco is labour demanding.

For those families who take up tobacco cultivation there is less time

to tend the food crops and less time for the woman to prepare food for

children. Besides, tobacco is grown in block farms under supervision

of extension agentsand it is forbidden to plant food crops(beans)in

betweenthe rows as is otherwise the rule in peasantproduction.

Finally, the cash incomes derived from tobacco cultivation belongs

to the head of the household. He decides how to spend the money.

Jacobsen’sfindings point to the low priority of children’s needs in

peasant cash spending. The most usual things purchased include mcto’

clothes, corrugated iron roofs, bottled beer and radios.13~

In 1979 the official trend was towards enforced cultivation of

tobacco. It has been emphasizedthat tobacco cultivation is the only

means whereby the villagers can contribute to national development.

Cultivation is taking place on large block farms under expert super—

vj.sion. The TAT projections for the 1980’s point to enlarged areas

under tobacco cultivation.

If water is provided to tobacco nurseries and thereby stimulates

intensified cash—croppingin the area, then one possible side—effect

could be increased child malnutrition, at least in the short run.
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Chapter 10 Popular Participation

Considering the officially stated aim of the project to “promote

among the beneficiaries a senseof ownershipof their water supply”

(cf. chapter 3), the village survey tried to explore the attitudes

among villagers at the beginning of the construction period of the

project. The question “Who is responsible for the \~WSP“ was asked.

The question was open—endedand the answersare shown in table 10:1.

Table 10:1 Responsibility for the Project according to Villagers

I.

Viflage fGovernznent I District
administr.

I

1 —I

The
villagers

F

Parliament Don’t Total T~To.ofImow h.h. in
sample

1• I-I
Saja

Lyamluld.

64% ‘ 6% —

44% — I — I —

29%

56~

77

16

Luduga 825~ — ‘ — — 1~ 34

Igwacbanya 71% — — —

I I
24% 59

tTotal
89% 3% 2% — 26%_J 186

(Source: BRA1~survey of Saja, LyainlukL, liuduga, and Igwachanya, 1978)

A solid majority of the respondents considered the project to be‘ the responsibility of the Governmentwhile one fourth could not tell.

It is to be noted that only 2% (4 respondents) thought that the

villagers themselveshad any reaponsibility. The patbeni of answers

indicates a realistic attitude on the part of the villagers. The rural

water supply progra~ein Tanzania is carried out by “experts” (MA.JI

technicians and district level political and administrative officials

while the participation of the villagers is reducedto inannual labor

(trench—digging). The villagers do not krow how the water schemes

ft~ction and in case of breakdown it is only the experts from the

headquarterswho can do the repairs. Moreover, it baa been argued that

the villager ~oi~d~ri~ ~he duty of the Government to provide a~id

Tn~Iirltain village water supplies, becauseduring the villagiza-tion

campaign the rural people were pz’oi~ieed an improved water supply by the

authorities once they bad moved into villages. Now that villagization

is completed, the villagers expect the government to keep its part of

the “deal.”
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During the field work on this study, the construction phase of

the WNWSP proceeded. The participation of the villagers consistedin

two things, to prepare “kokoto” (small stones) to be used as base

material in the storage tanks and to dig trenchesfor the pipeline

system. it is suggestedthat the future evaluation of the VINWSP should

consider to which extent these activities (and other possible activities)U have been instrumental in changing the villagers’ attitudes on the

ownership and responsibility of the water supply.
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Concluding Remarks

The study will now be concluded by juxtaposing the the

\VNWSP, the main findings from the previous chapters and the technical

design of the project.

The aims of the projects we recapitulates are improved health

and reduced toil for water.-collectin~woraën. To reduce the toilsc~ae

water collection journeyo neamo to bring potable water closer to the

homes of the villagers. The health parameterhas been operationalized

as reduced incidence of water—related diseases, especially faeeal—oral

andwater—washeddiseases. A water project can be instrumental in this

respect by providing bacteriologically safe water. Additionally the

villagers must have easy access to the water so they can consume a

much higher volume than they do at present. The increasedvolume is

necessaryfor the improvementof the hygienic conditions in the

households. In order to make an increased consumption possible for

the villagers the project must be designed in such a way that the

water collectors find it convenient to carry home considerably more

water than they do at present.

The findings (Chapter 7) indicate that even a wallci.ng distance of

on~kilometer acts as a constraint to increased consumption. Therefore,

the Tanzanianlong—tenagoal of providing water at a distance not

more than 400 meters from householdsseemscorrect. Another reason

to insist on short waJJdngdistances betweentap and the housesis

that otherwise villagers will be tempted to use water from nearby

unimproved (polluted) water sources during the rainy season.

There are thus strong argumentssupporting the demand that short

walki.ng distances should be a design priority in the water project if

the aims are to have a realistic chanceto be achieved.

How then are the demands described above reflected in the technical

design of the V~WSP? The question will be approachedby exanining the

water distribution system. In ‘1978 confusion prevailed concerningthe

level of serv-ice to be provided by the YINWSP. In the plan of operation

it is mentioned that water will be provided to points within the villages

in order to bring water close to homes of the villagers.
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The Regional Water Engineerts office in Iringa had however no

concrete plans for intra—village distribution of tap water. UNICEF

has also point~out that its financial contribution to the WI~1WSPdoes

not include equipment for the distribution of piped water inside the

villages.

In its present (1979) set—up the V~1~W~Pdoes thus not include a

distribution system for water inside villages. Piped ~water will be

brought to only one point in each village — the storage tank. The

storage tanks are located to the highest point in eachvillage and

this location is not necessarily in the centre of the residential areas.

The villages typically have a ribbon fashioned lay—out, housesare

stripped out along the local road for several kilometers.

The impllications of the physical village structure for water

use pattern are obvious; if the WNWSP is designed so that water is

available only from the storage tanks, then little change in the water

use pattern is to be envisaged, A large number of householdswill

still be located 1 to 2 or even more kilometers from the standpipe.

Our data on villagerat expections from the WNWSP revealed that they

regarded improved convenience— not improved health — as the main

benefit to accrue to them fran the water project. It is then to be

expected that the villagers will use the WI’ThVSP standpipes only to the

extent that they are closer to their homes than the traditional water

sources are. Considering the finding (Tab. 7:4) that a majority of

the householdsare located less than one kilometer fran a source of

water during the rainy seasons it is fully logical to expect that

traditional sources will continue to be used for domestic water even

after the completion of the YI~WilSP,

Therefore the provision of a higher level of serv-ice than the

present one (water distributed to storege tanks) is a necessary

although not sufficient, condition for goal-.achi~vzr~.

The practical implication arising from this conclusion is that a

project phase II, consisting of design and construction of a pipeline

systemwhich distributes water to coimnunal standpoints inside each

village, should be embarkedupon as soon as possible.
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APPENDDC

The Population o~’ the Project Area Villages

(Source: The Population Census1973; Njombe district village

si~mary sheets)

WANGING’ O~E FEMALE TOT&L
WARD

Wangingtombe 672 392 1564

TJ±’wala (Soliwayo) 237 236 523

UTIGA 709 910 1707

IKWAVILA 193 235 433

1~R~GELENGE(zKn~GuLA) 495 612 1107

ITANDULA. 200 230 430

MAYAIE 490 509 999

LYADEBWE 530 567 1105

KIJOIVIBE 784 947 1731

LYAJV1LTJKI 362 409 771

KATENGE (Itula) 663 906 1574

SAJA WARD

Saja 1449 1707 3149

UHEINGA. 631 693 1324

IKU1Th1AL~0 344 390 734

ITENGELO 534 674 1208

ISflilKE 674 920 1602

IIE~BTJTAWARD

Ilembula 1021 1267 2280

IGUIA 390 597 987

IGELEFEZA 542 653 1200

KANAMALEN~L 733 339 1627

IY~U1U1U 156 162 318

WANGUTWA 429 553 932

BANAWANII 653 042 1493

UDONJA 453 512 965

UJINDILE 375 459 034

TJHANBUIE 734 374 1603

MTWELELE 271 342 613
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LUDUGA. WARD MALE - FEMALE TOTAJJ

Luduga 049 1075 1924

MAJ~1BEGU 527 616 1143

NORfl~TO 924 1132 2056

HPLNJAWAKU 134 147 231

USUKA WARD

Usuka 714 933 1652

IKVJEGA 467 594 1061

DUIAMtJ (LYALAMtJ) 539 704 1243

J~UDOGA 422 531 953

MATOWO(MAK0W~.) 303 404 762

PALANGt~WAN1J 521 690 1211

KANANI 264 271 535

IGW.AC~I&~fA 1010 1209 2227

CHALOWE 907 1147 2054
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